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“Oscar Wilde has sent me his novelette, The Picture of Dorian Gray. It is an odd and very audacious 
production, unwholesome in tone, but artistically and psychologically interesting. If the British public 
will stand this, they can stand anything.”1 

Poet and literary critic John Addington Symonds wrote thus in a letter dated 22 

July 1890 to his friend Horatio Brown. He went on to state: “However, I resent the 

unhealthy, scented, mystic, congested touch which a man of this sort has on moral 

problems.”2 After The Picture of Dorian Gray was published, papers filled with unfa-

vourable reviews and deliberation on Wilde’s moral character. After Wilde was con-

victed of gross indecency in 1895, his publishers stopped selling the book.3 

Nearly forty years later, in August 1928, shortly after Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of 

Loneliness was published and certain newspapers called for its withdrawal, author Vir-

ginia Woolf complained in a letter to her friend and lover Vita Sackville West: 

“Morgan goes to see Radclyffe in her tower in Kensington, with her love [Lady Troubridge] and 
Radclyffe scolds him like a fishwife, and says that she won’t have any letter written about her book 
unless it mentions the fact that it is a work of artistic merit – even genius. And no one has read her book; 
or can read it.”4 

Her husband Leonard and author E.M. Foster (Morgan) were setting up a protest 

against the novel’s ban, but Woolf thought the cause wearisome, wishing it “unwrit-

ten”.5 The Well of Loneliness was banned as obscene mere months after its publication 

in England, not to be published again until 1959.6 

 

 

1 Quoted in Beckson 2003, 78. 
2 Beckson 2003, 78. 
3 Stern 2017, 756. 
4 Woolf 2003, 236. 
5 Woolf 2003, 236. 
6 Gilmore 1994, 603. 
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My master’s thesis explores the public receptions of these two novels of English queer 

literature at the time of their publication: The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde 

and The Well of Loneliness by Radclyffe Hall, published in 1890 and 1928 respectively.7 

Both of these authors are considered to have left a remarkable impression on the Eng-

lish-speaking world’s ideas of homosexuality. Wilde’s trials impacted British culture 

by giving the homosexual man a face in the eyes of the appalled Victorian society.8 

Before The Well there was no common knowledge of lesbianism, but the obscenity trial 

“provided the public with one clear and identifiable image […] of the “lesbian”9, after 

which The Well was long considered the most significant lesbian novel.10 Both authors 

have a scandal and a trial attached to their name, and scholars of later generations 

have been greatly interested in their lives, works, and legacies. 

The objective of this study is to examine the public receptions of the novels in 

the couple of years after their publications, and compare them to pinpoint possible 

changes, differences, and similarities in attitudes that dictated the content of the re-

ceptions. Despite the keywords that these novels and their authors share – trial, ob-

scenity, scandal, homosexuality – their connection is nuanced, partly because of the 

nearly forty-year gap between them but also the different heritages of gay and lesbian 

history. Even so, within the tradition of queer literature they share significance, The 

Well as the suppressed lesbian novel and Dorian Gray as the only full-length novel by 

a man whose trials constitute a major moment in queer history. Moreover, both ignited 

a controversy in the press upon publication. 

With that in mind, I am interested in reading the literary critics’ reactions to the 

novels, analysing on what accounts they were either welcomed or shunned and shed-

ding light on attitudes towards homosexuality in Britain during the chosen time peri-

ods. I have three research questions:  

  

1. How were The Picture of Dorian Gray and The Well of Loneliness received at the 

time of their publications?  

2. What societal norms and cultural values dictated the tone of the receptions?   

3. Why, and in what ways, did the tone of the receptions change between these 

novels? 

 

In this introduction I will go over the biographies of Wilde and Hall, central terminol-

ogy, source material, theory and methodology, previous research, and an overview 

British society and its attitudes towards homosexuality at the turn of the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. Analysis is then divided into three chapters: the reception of 

 

7 Frankel 2012, 4; Potter 2010, “Well of Loneliness, The”. 
8 Tamagne 2004, 16-17. 
9 Doan 2001, 30. 
10 Love 2006, “Hall, Radclyffe”. 
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Dorian Gray, the reception of The Well, and comparison. Finally, I will summarise the 

answers to my research questions. 

1.1 Brief biographies of the authors 

The Picture of Dorian Gray was the only novel by Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills Wilde 

(1854-1900), an Irish playwright and poet. Born to an intellectual upper-middle class 

family in Dublin, Wilde spent most of his adult life in London. He studied Classics at 

Trinity College in Dublin and Greats11 at Magdalen College in Oxford. Wilde began 

his professional literary career with a volume of poems in 1881 and worked as an ed-

itor for a magazine called The Women’s World. In 1884 he married Constance Lloyd, 

the daughter of an Irish lawyer; their sons Cyril and Vyvyan were born the following 

years in 1885 and 1886. 

From 1888 onwards he published short stories for children and critical essays. 

By 1890 Wilde was a member of various gentlemen’s clubs and an esteemed dinner 

guest known for his wit, conversation, lectures, poems, and stories. He published The 

Picture of Dorian Gray as a novella in the Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine in 1890 and as 

a novel in 1891.12 

Wilde trial for gross indecency took place at the Old Bailey in the spring of 1895.13 

Before this, Wilde had a relationship with Lord Alfred Douglas, “Bosie”, the third son 

of the Marquess of Queensberry, sixteen years his junior. The Marquess disapproved 

of the couple, and after failed attempts to separate them, left a calling card at Wilde’s 

club that read: “For Oscar Wilde posing somdomite [sic].”14 Wilde decided to sue 

Queensberry for libel – unbeknownst to him, Queensberry and his private investiga-

tors had found male prostitutes who claimed to have been intimate with him.15 Wilde 

was convicted of gross indecency and imprisoned for two years, dying of meningitis 

shortly after his release in 1900.16 

 

Author and poet Radclyffe Hall’s (born Marguerite Antonia Radclyffe Hall, 1880-1943) 

The Well of Loneliness was published in 1928, the heart of the interwar era.17 Hall was 

born into landed aristocracy to an American mother and an absent British father. She 

studied in King’s College (London), and after inheriting her father’s fortune in 1898 

 

11 Undergraduate course of classical history, philosophy, and languages at Oxford University. 
Wallace 2015, “Greats”. 
12 Mighall 2000, ix-xi; Frankel 2012, 4; Welch 2000, “Wilde, Oscar [Fingal O'Flahertie Wills]”; 
Robbins 2001, 6-13; Guy & Small 2004, 16. 
13 Fenn 2020, 97. 
14 Holland 2003, xvi-xix. 
15 Fenn 2020, 98; Holland 2003, xxii. 
16 Welch 2000, “Wilde, Oscar [Fingal O'Flahertie Wills]”. 
17 Potter 2010, “Well of Loneliness, The”; Love 2006, “Hall, Radclyffe”. 
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she began travelling and writing, publishing several poems.18 Her first short stories 

were published after the outbreak of the First World War in 1914.  

In the 1920s Hall became a novelist with two novels, A Saturday Life (1925) and 

Adam’s Breed (1926), the latter of which won the renowned James Tait Black Memorial 

Prize and the Prix Femina awards. During this time, she also became familiar with 

sexological ideas that are prominent in The Well of Loneliness. Hall’s partner was Lady 

Una Troubridge, and their relationship lasted until the end of her life.19 Although she 

was a relatively successful author in her time, her mark in British literature was solid-

ified by the obscenity trials and consequent banning of The Well.20 The trial brought 

the novel huge publicity and enormous profit to Hall as it was sold abroad in the US 

and Paris, where it remained in print.21 

1.2 Terminology 

In my thesis I refer to queer literature, meaning literature that depicts same-sex desire, 

relationships, and identities. The word queer has an eventful history with changes in 

meaning and connotations. The emergence of queer as a slur has been connected to 

Wilde’s trials where a letter from the Marquiss of Queensberry was read aloud, the 

Marquiss calling Wilde a “Snob Queer”.22 Queer was also used as a self-identifying 

term by sexual minorities until the gay liberation in the late 1960s, signifying otherness 

and “emerging identity”, but once the word gay was adopted to mean homosexuality, 

it became pejorative.23 By the 1980s the term was adopted again by activists, its mean-

ing reversed to mean “collective agency and militancy”. With the emergence of aca-

demic queer theory in the same decade, queer was utilised to question the stability 

and binaries of categories of identity, homo- and heterosexual alike.24 I find queer suit-

able for referring to the fiction in question as it allows a fluid understanding of identity 

and same-sex themes of the past, and it works as an umbrella term for both male and 

female homosexuality25. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century doctors and activists invented several 

terms to describe same-sex desire, including homosexuality by Karoly Maria Kertbeny 

in 1869, but it was not widely utilised until decades later.26 This coincided with the 

rise of sexology as a field of science – the term sexuality first appeared in 1837, sexology 

 

18 Love 2006, “Hall, Radclyffe”. 
19 Souhami 2008, vii; Funke 2016, 1-5. 
20 Love 2006, “Hall, Radclyffe”. 
21 Souhami 1998, 213-214. 
22 Clarke 2021,  “‘Queer’ history: A history of Queer”. 
23 Weeks 2012, 523-525.; Clarke 2021,  “‘Queer’ history: A history of Queer”. 
24 Weeks 2012, 525-526. 
25 Jagose 1996, 1. 
26 Hekma 2021, 297. 
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emerging at the end of the century.27 Contemporary views on the history of sexology 

and homosexuality have been inspired by Michel Foucault, who argued that the emer-

gence of the homosexual identity was linked with the development of sexology.28 He 

theorised that sexuality was inseparable from the field of medicine, as sexology rose 

to answer modern society’s public health issues, morality, and population control by 

coding and classifying individual and collective behaviours.29 While mostly agreed on, 

critics of Foucault disagree with his focus on medicalisation alone, writing that the 

concept of sexuality was and continues to be determined by an array of social and 

ideological values in addition to medicine, such as religion, legislation, and art.30 

The novels at the centre of this study were published during the first waves of 

sexological research, interested initially in deviant and pathological sexualities and 

later, in the 1920s, the normalisation of non-reproductive sexual behaviours and sex-

ual pleasure.31 In Wilde’s trials the words sodomy and sodomitical were used, derived 

from the Biblical town of Sodom, a place of vice, and referring to any “unnatural” 

sexual act or relation.32 The concept of sexual inversion is central to The Well, where it 

is closely examined: it was developed primarily by the interwar era’s most prominent 

sexologist Havelock Ellis to comprehend the innate nature of same-sex desire.33 The 

terms sapphic and lesbian also existed at this time, both of which derive from the An-

cient Greek lyric poet Sappho, known for her love poems addressed to women, who 

lived on the island of Lesbos.34 

In my analysis I utilise the contemporary terms found in the source material as 

needed as well as queer, homosexual, and lesbian on a more general level for the sake of 

clarity. That said, I approach these terms broadly, using them more as adjectives for 

same-sex acts and desire rather than indicators of identity, as understanding of sexual 

orientation was only forming at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

While historians have appointed the trials of both Wilde and Hall as remarkable in 

“the transition of modern sensibility about sexual orientation” in Britain35, Professor 

of History Barry Reay has remarked that using words such as “gay” (for men) and 

“lesbian” (for women) when studying same-sex desires and practices of the past “risks 

restricting interpretation before it begins”36. Therefore, to avoid classification, I ap-

proach the history of homosexuality through the idea of multiple homosexualities, 

“without assuming either sexual identity or anticipating its complete absence.”37 

 

27 Giami 2021, 5-7. 
28 Beachy 2010, 802-803. 
29 Giami 2021, 6-7. 
30 Beachy 2010, 803; Giami 2021, 9. 
31 Giami 2021, 7. 
32 Sullivan 2003, 11-12. 
33 Tamagne 2004, 157-158. 
34 Colman 2008, “Lesbian”, Colman 2008, “Sapphism”; Greene 2010, “Sappho”. 
35 Moulton 2014, 65. 
36 Reay 2009, 215. 
37 Reay 2009, 216-217. 
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Homophobia will also be mentioned briefly: Originating from the 1970s, the term 

has been used to describe an irrational fear towards homosexuality. The term has been 

criticised for reducing the issue “to the level of individual psyche” while representing 

systematic and cultural structures that perpetuate discrimination against queer people. 

38 To counter this, the term heterosexism was coined to stand for the belief that hetero-

sexuality is the superior and natural form of sexuality.39 One of the aspects of this 

study is the analysis of cultural values that created homophobic and heterosexist 

thought in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

1.3 Methodology and theory 

At the basis of my methodology is close reading, which includes reading the text at 

hand multiple times from different points of view.40 To process the text’s meanings 

thoroughly, it is read multiple times with different focuses and techniques. Coming 

back to the text ensures details and interpretations that might have been missed on 

the first and previous perusals are uncovered.41 When approaching my source mate-

rial, I first read through all the reviews, then focused on the reviews of each respective 

book, and finally began analysis of individual texts which I read multiple times. 

I utilise a simple form of critical discourse analysis, whose main principles are 

historicalness (context), focus on language, and an understanding of the hierarchy of 

discourses, language-based constructions of reality that manifest in the ways people 

act and express themselves. Discourses hold power and mandate what is talked about 

and what is not, building identities.42 Anu Pynnönen names three linguistic traits of 

discourses: naming, categorising, and describing. Naming refers to the names chosen 

when referring to different topics and phenomena; categorising puts topics into 

groups and hierarchies; and describing refers to what words, phrases and metaphors 

are used to portray the topics. Representations always include choices of what is in-

cluded and what is left out, what is important and what is marginal – they are con-

nected to power and status and are never impartial.43 

I also apply the basic tenets of queer theory to my analysis. Since notions of sex-

uality are constructed historically, culturally, and socially, there are no true accounts 

of homosexuality or heterosexuality.44 Sexuality is, then, discursively produced, for 

example with terms like invert or sapphic, and the study of these discourses shed light 

 

38 Kent 1995, ”Homophobia.” 
39 Kent 1995, ”Heterosexism.” 
40 Pöysä 2015, 30. 
41 Pöysä 2015, 30-31. 
42 Locke 2004, 1-2. 
43 Pynnönen 2013, 16-19. 
44 Sullivan 2003, 10. 
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on the underlying aspects of what constituted sexuality in the cultural milieu at 

hand.45 Moreover, the language used reflects class, gender, and ideology.46 In my 

study, discourses that existed within the middle and upper classes will be apparent, 

and so the representations of queerness will be those of the middle and upper classes, 

not to be generalised to British society as a whole. 

For comparison, I will compile my interpretation of the reviews and explain the 

differences and similarities between them. The comparison will have to note the dif-

ferences in the histories of homosexual men and women since they should not be 

treated as interchangeable due to differences in quantity and quality of source mate-

rial, visibility in legislation, and sexological models.47 However, I believe the authors 

and the novels have enough similarities to invite examination of their receptions to 

determine why they roused such disapproval in the press and subsequently became 

remarkable in queer history. 

1.4 Source material 

Among source material used are reviews from newspapers and court records. Because 

of availability issues, such as not having access to the original newspapers and court 

documents, I largely rely on collections of contemporary reviews. The sources relating 

to Dorian Gray range from 1890-1891 and 1895, while sources on The Well are from 1928. 

For Wilde’s trials in which the novel was used against evidence, I refer to The Real Trial 

of Oscar Wilde (2003), a transcript of the court proceedings edited by his grandson Mer-

lin Holland. I have not been able to find transcripts of The Well’s obscenity trial aside 

from the judgement, and therefore analysis on the trial will rely mostly on secondary 

sources. The trial itself is not the main focus of analysis: while it can be seen as the 

culmination of the negative views on the book, I aim to treat it as only a part the re-

ception. 

Contemporary reviews of Oscar Wilde’s works have been collected into a Critical 

Heritage volume on the author, edited by Karl Beckson; the series “collects together a 

large body of criticism on major figures in literature”.48 The Wilde volume includes 

texts on both the 1890 and 1891 versions of The Picture of Dorian Gray, resulting in 

seven reviews total, most on the original version published in Lippincott's magazine. 

The newspapers included are St. James’s Gazette, Daily Chronicle, Scot’s Observer, Punch, 

Theatre and Athenaeum. Athenaeum was a literary magazine with a focus on the arts 

 

45 Sullivan 2003, 11. 
46 Tamagne 2004, 3. 
47 Tamagne 2004, 176, 318.; Bullough & Bullough 1977, 896. 
48 Beckson 2003, ii. 
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and literature49, while Punch a satirical magazine50. Scot’s Observer was a Conservative 

paper51, the Daily Chronicle was liberal.52 

In addition, I browsed Newspapers.com53 to collect scans of newspaper clip-

pings, most of which are short notes and reviews due to the columns of the newspa-

pers often showcasing other novels as well. Using the name of the novel as keyword, 

I based my selection on the readability of the text and relevancy (in some papers the 

novel was only mentioned and examined briefly, for example in comparison to an-

other book). I saved clippings about The Picture of Dorian Gray from The Royal Cornwall 

Gazette, Falmouth Packet and General Advertiser, The Pall Mall Gazette, The Graphic, The 

Gloucester Journal, The Exeter Flying Post, The Bristol Mercury and Daily Post, Sheffield and 

Rotherham Independent, Manchester Evening News, Manchester Courier and Lancashire 

General Advertiser, Liverpool Mercury, and Hampshire Telegraph and Naval Chronicle. 

Many of these papers were local news publications, as their titles indicate. The Graphic 

was originally established to promote social reform with illustrations54, Pall Mall Ga-

zette was Conservative newspaper (although at times it supported the Liberal cause 

as well).55 

For contemporary reviews on The Well of Loneliness I utilise Palatable Poison: Crit-

ical Perspectives on The Well of Loneliness (2011), edited by Laura Doan and Jay Prosser, 

that includes a variety of reviews and essays on the novel from different eras. There 

are twenty-two early writings and reviews, ranging from August to October 1928. 

Several newspapers are represented in the collection: Saturday Review, Times Literary 

Supplement, Nation & Athenaeum, Sunday Times, Evening Standard, Glasgow Herald, 

Morning Post, Time and Tide, North Mail and Newcastle Chronicle, T.P.’s & Cassell’s Weekly, 

Liverpool Post and Mercury, Tatler, Daily Telegraph, Daily News and Westminster Gazette, 

Country Life, New Statesman, People, Truth, Lancet, Life and Letters, and British Journal of 

Inebriety.  

Conservative newspapers included are the Daily Telegraph and Morning Post.56 

Tide and Time was a strongly feminist left-wing publication57, New Statesman was “left-

of-middle”58, and Daily News and Westminster Gazette was Liberal publication59. Life 

 

49 The Athenaeum Projects: Overview, athenaeum.city.ac.uk.  
50 Cannon 2009, ”Punch”. 
51 The Waterloo Directory of Scottish Newspapers and Periodicals, “Scots Observer, The”, 
scottish.victorianperiodicals.com. 
52 Edwardlloyd.org, ”The Daily Chronicle”. 
53 www.newspapers.com. Online newspaper archive run by the genealogy company 
Ancestry.com that includes newspapers from around the world. To access the archive, I signed 
up for a week-long free trial in March 2022, during which I collected the clippings I use in my 
analysis. 
54 Spartacus Educational, The Graphic, spartacus-educational.com. 
55 The British Newspaper Archive, “The Pall Mall Gazette”, britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk. 
56 Drabble, Stringer, and Hahn 2007, “Daily Telegraph." 
57 Birch 2009, ”Time and Tide.” 
58 Harcup 2014, “New Statesman.” 
59 Drabble & Stringer & Hahn 2007, “Daily News.” 

http://www.newspapers.com/
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and Letters was a literary publication.60 There is also some continuity between the pub-

lications of 1890 and 1928, with Athenaeum of Wilde’s time having merged with the 

Nation, forming Nation and Athenaeum.61 Since Palatable Poison offers already several 

reviews to analyse, I did not deem it necessary to collect more material. 

1.5 Previous research 

Research into queer fiction, after the rise of queer theory in the 1980s, has been exten-

sive.62 Before the last decades of the nineteenth century homoerotic sentiments were 

mostly expressed in poetry. Although queer theme existed in literature before the in-

vention of sexology, the shift from poetry to novel was kindled by sexological research 

and the development of the novel as an art form.63 

The works of two scholars, Professor of English Regenia Gagnier and Professor 

of Woman’s and Gender Studies Ed Cohen, are the most important to my analysis of 

Dorian Gray’s reception. Cohen has studied Victorian era masculinity, both in- and 

outside the framework of Oscar Wilde and his works. In the article “Writing Gone 

Wilde” he states that Dorian Gray encoded “male homoerotic passion”, which led to 

speculation about the “preferences” of its author, later confirmed by Wilde’s trials.64 

In her book Idylls of the Marketplace (1986) Gagnier writes about British aestheticism 

and its audience, studying Wilde’s texts as part of other historical discourses. Gagnier 

connects the scandal to the culture of advertising in the 1890s that created the “nor-

mative image” of the middle-class gentleman, as well as his conflict with “the dandy” 

of high society.65 According to Gagnier, when explaining the disdain the book caused 

in the press, “it is probably more useful to look at the audience scandalized than to 

look at the work”.66  

The Well and Radclyffe Hall have also been studied from various viewpoints. The 

reception of the novel has been studied at length by Professor of English and Ameri-

can Studies Laura Doan in her book Fashioning Sapphism: The Origins of a Modern Eng-

lish Lesbian Culture (2001), in which she argues that Hall’s “daring in troubling the 

conventions of gender” and “her powerful literary representation of the female sexual 

invert” solidified her as a “cultural figure far more threatening than the modern 

woman; as with Wilde, so too with Hall”.67 The Well and Hall have been studied often 

 

60 Drabble, Stringer & Hahn 2007, “Life and Letters.” 
61 Spartacus Educational, The Athenaeum, spartacus-educational.com.; Spartacus Educational, 
The Nation, spartacus-educational.com. 
62 Hurley 2018, 2. 
63 Wilper 2016, 1. Hurley 2018, 224. 
64 Cohen 1987, 805, 811. 
65 Gagnier 1986, 1-4, 51-52. 
66 Gagnier 1986, 7. 
67 Doan 2001, xvii, xxiii. 
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in comparison with Virginia Woolf and her sapphic novel from the same year, Orlando. 

For example, Professor of English and Gender Studies Laura Green has explained 

Woolf’s disdain of The Well with “Hall's curiously ‘lukewarm’ stance toward her im-

mediate literary context”, Modernism, whose typical traits such as abstract stream of 

consciousness were absent in The Well.68 Professor of English Leigh Gilmore has stud-

ied the relationship between authorship, sexuality, and the obscenity law in Britain 

through the case of The Well and Djuna Barnes’s lesbian novel The Nightwood that 

evaded censorship.69 According to Gilmore, obscenity rulings were used by dominant 

classes to control “literacy and the literary”, as well as “to block the emergence of new 

writing about homosexuality, including but not limited to writing by lesbians and gay 

men themselves”.70 

1.6 Societal context 

Researching the history of sexuality demands an extensive context that spans a multi-

tude of cultural aspects from legislation to art.71 The temporal boundaries of this study 

coincide with the fin de siècle, end of century, described by Professor of History Mi-

chael Saler as “fascinating, complex, and transitional historical period between the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries” spanning “late ‘Victorianism’ and early 

‘Modernism’”. 72  During this time, British society went through numerous social 

changes.  

In the late Victorian era, Britain enjoyed international dominance as the British 

Empire became “integrated” and “cohesive” for the first time. 73  The empire was 

thought to reflect and forward the British values of liberalism, free trade, progress, 

and civilisation.74 The previous century had seen the Industrial Revolution and urban-

isation, transformations further accelerated by Victorians. Middle classes – industrial-

ists, lawyers, and merchants – thrived in the market-driven economy, gaining political 

and societal power previously held by the aristocracy. Bourgeois values began to dic-

tate “social and moral standards, fashionable manners and political and economic pol-

icies”.75 Yet, the final decades of the nineteenth century were plagued by a “sense of 

crisis” caused by economic difficulties, fears of social instability, and class conflict.76 
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The growing dependence on the empire and foreign trade shook Victorian perceptions 

of governance, as “self-government” and local control were considered integral to 

British character.77 To counter this, unity and self-reliance were promoted to build na-

tional identity.78 Fears of invasion, ignited by Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo, the ad-

vancements of Germany, the challenging rule of Ireland, and the Indian Rebellion of 

1857-1858, were utilised to strengthen cohesion.79 Especially France was depicted as 

Britain’s opposite as Catholic, autocratic, and, after the French Revolution, unstable.80 

The Irish, Welsh, and Scottish were frequently portrayed as the spontaneous “other” 

to rational Saxons.81 

Concern for crime, vice, and public order 82  was met with stressing the im-

portance of propriety. Urbanisation had led to the dilution of old social disciplines83: 

While in past leisure and work were intermingled and enjoyed in small communities, 

the anonymity of large cities allowed for free time to become divided from work, cus-

tom, community, and supervision. Respectability became key, and although it was 

practiced differently depending on situation, gender, age, and lifestyle, correct per-

sonal conduct and good character held ideological power.84  Strict distinctions be-

tween genders created different societal rules for men and women, men being guided 

by ideas of industry, work ethic, and commitment to the home, while women were 

revered as mothers.85 Male privilege was sustained by belittling women’s mental and 

physical capabilities.86 Ed Cohen has explained that English men applied their privi-

lege and authority to create signifiers of difference, legitimising “healthy” practices 

that solidified their positions. Differences between classes equalled distinctions in so-

cial, political, economic, and sexual attributes, and in this hierarchy, middle class men 

came on top.87 

Queen Victoria died in 1901, in the midst of already on-going social change. The 

Boer War (1899-1902) and the economic anxieties it roused invoked criticism towards 

Victorian economical ideas.88 As other economies expanded, Britain lost global im-

portance.89 Transformation into a new era was precipitated with technological inven-

tions such as electricity and the wireless90, with the First World War acting as a final 
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catalyst for societal change.91 Post-war economic instability combined with develop-

ments in science called into further question imperialism, the free market, and Victo-

rian values.92 The middle classes reached a “bourgeois enlightenment” in which re-

sisting hypocrisy, militarism, ignorance, and imperialism became the attributes of a 

civilised individual.93 

Greater personal freedom and higher disposable incomes of ordinary people 

provoked concern about the decline of moral standards. The late Victorian era had 

seen the retreat of religion, a trend that continued into the interwar period as attend-

ance in church and Sunday schools dropped.94 Because of casualties in the war, the 

population of women exceeded men by nearly 2 million, the “shortage of husbands” 

and women’s emancipation rousing worries about the survival of the nation.95 Art, 

cinema, and literature of the interwar era “engaged with concerns about economy, 

gender, and nation after the war”, while embracing Englishness and painting men as 

breadwinners.96 Although issues such as reconstruction, national security, and depop-

ulation had priority, feminist ideas were present in young women seeking independ-

ence.97 Sexual difference between men and women was diminishingly explained with 

biology, even conservatives adopting new language of “’personality’ and ‘colour’” in 

justifying for their thinking. 98  Finally, 1928 was the year the suffrage movement 

achieved equal enfranchisement with the Representation of the People Bill, giving eve-

ryone aged 21 the right to vote and making women the majority of the electorate.99 

 

For most of British history, legislation concerning sexual acts did not exist. Homosex-

ual acts were first brought under jurisdiction by the Buggery Act of 1533 after the 

Church of England renounced papal authority, and during the Victorian era homo-

sexual acts were criminalized under the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885 

through a clause banning “any act of gross indecency with another male person”.100 

Whereas the Buggery Act only targeted anal intercourse, the new amendment made 

all homosexual acts illegal; “gross indecency” was interpreted as any intimate act be-

tween men.101 The maximum sentence for the crime was two years with hard la-

bour.102 In 1921, there was an attempt to add a clause mentioning “acts of indecency 

between women” to the Criminal Law Amendment Act, but its passing was prevented 
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by the House of Lords on the account that such a law would “would only introduce 

obscene thoughts into the minds of innocent people.”103 Therefore, there was legisla-

tion criminalising sexual relations between women.104 

Before the mid-nineteenth century knowledge of homosexuality relied on juris-

prudence instead of scientific knowledge – however, with the rise of the authority on 

sexual matters was transferred from the clergy and the legislative-juridical realm to 

medicine.105 Phenomena studied by early sexologists included prostitution, mastur-

bation, birth control, and sodomy.106 Richard von Krafft-Ebing was the most influen-

tial psychologist of the nineteenth century, a transitive thinker between “Victorian and 

modern styles of sexual theorising”.107 His groundbreaking, twelve-part Psychopathia 

Sexualis was first published in 1886. The series was the first comprehensive biomedical 

account of sexual deviance, including a large amount of autobiographical case stud-

ies. 108  During the nineteenth century the consensus was that homosexuality was 

caused by sexual excess, usually masturbation – Krafft-Ebing, however, suggested 

that homosexuality could be both acquired and congenital.109 Havelock Ellis, whose 

seminal work Sexual Inversion was published in 1897, believed that homosexuality was 

always congenital, but unlike Krafft-Ebing, he argued that it was not a disease.110 

Sexological thinking was challenged by Sigmund Freud, whose early work fo-

cused on the sexual instinct, infantile sexuality, and sexual aberrations, as expressed 

in his Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905), were.111 Freud aimed to examine 

the variance of human sexual development112, claiming that an individual must suc-

cessfully go through transitions (such as the infantile oral, anal, and genital stages) to 

attain “normal sexual life”. Deviant or abnormal sexual life did not consist necessarily 

of homosexuality or fetishism, but disturbance with the individual’s capability for 

sensuality and affection.113 He did, however, assume “all forms of non-heterosexual” 

behaviour was abnormal114, but abnormality in this instance was, again, ambiguous115 

– “exclusive” heterosexuality was not “self-evident” to Freud either.116 

Sexologists typically explained same-sexual behaviour by naturally caused “gen-

der inversion, the femininity of homosexuals and the masculinity of lesbians”: for ex-

ample, Karl Heinrich Ulrich’s Uranian was a “female soul in a male body”. Since the 
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attraction of opposites, of men towards women and vice versa, was the basis for het-

erosexual attraction, homosexual attraction followed the same model: the feminine 

homosexual man was understood to feel attraction towards heterosexual men and the 

masculine homosexual woman towards feminine women.117  

Since legislation ignored same-sex relations between women, sexologists paid 

little attention to lesbians, resulting in restricted models of lesbianism occupied with 

the masculinity of female homosexuals.118 Krafft-Ebing was the first to examine fe-

male “deviants'', defining them by their varying masculinity and responsivity to ap-

proaches by masculine-looking women.119 Ellis struggled to find signs of female ho-

mosexuality, settling to a definition of two categories: “actively inverted” masculine-

appearing women and feminine-appearing women who were “not repelled” by ad-

vances from other women.120 For Ellis, female homosexuality always entailed mascu-

line instinct.121 Similarly, while Freud maintained that homosexual men were not al-

ways feminine, homosexual women were always masculine.122 

Sexology began to be considered a legitimate branch of science in the interwar 

years, which changed attitudes towards sex and sexuality.123 The moral stances held 

by the middle classes began to diversify in the beginning of the twentieth century with 

attitudes towards sexuality growing slacker.124 Homosexuality was discussed more 

openly.125 Yet, while in Berlin and Paris homosexual subcultures thrived, the scene in 

London was discreet, centralised on elites.126 Those who “were acquainted with the 

new sexual science”127 were often highly educated, liberal, and had same-sex relations 

themselves.128 Depictions of homosexuality were popular in the literary world: many 

modernist authors were influenced by sexological ideas, harnessing them as “a site of 

resistance” in addressing issues related to gender.129 Since the research on homosexual 

men was more sophisticated than the research on homosexual women and the study 

of lesbians relied on its own unique narratives and history, the early gay novel reacted 

to a more distinct discourse than its lesbian counterpart. However, lesbian novels that 

responded to sexological ideas were not unimaginable, as The Well demonstrates.130 
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The Picture of Dorian Gray tells the story of Dorian, a beautiful young man, whose por-

trait is painted by his friend, Basil. In the beginning of the story Dorian meets an older 

gentleman, Lord Henry, who praises his beauty and youth. As his portrait is painted, 

Dorian wishes that the picture would age instead of him – in the spirit of a Faustian 

bargain131, his wish comes true. Dorian soon falls in love with an actress, Sybil, and 

proposes to her, but temporarily loses interest in her and rejects her after she gives a 

bad performance on stage. Dorian quickly realises his mistake but finds out that Sybil 

has killed herself. He notices his portrait has become distorted and hides it in his attic. 

Dorian then throws himself into a life of sensualism, all the while his portrait keeps 

turning more abhorrent. Later Basil visits him, and Dorian allows him to see his paint-

ing. Basil is horrified by what it has become, and in a fit of rage, Dorian kills him. Over 

the span of eighteen years Dorian does not age as he continues to indulge in vices, but 

the portrait becomes more and more distorted. Eventually his conscience catches up 

to him and he decides to destroy the last piece of evidence of his wrongdoing, stabbing 

the painting. He dies himself, his body turning old and worn, the portrait returning 

to its original glory. 

 

Dorian Gray was published first as a novella in 1890 and later as a lengthened novel 

with six new chapters a year later.132 The first edition in the Lippincott’s magazine was 

met with negative reviews, igniting a controversy that Regenia Gagnier has argued 

rooted in social tensions related to the advertising industry. The last decades of the 

nineteenth century, the heart of industrialisation, established advertising as means to 

encourage consumerism and identify products with desired lifestyles.133 Enjoyment 

of goods and evangelical morality were accommodated by intertwining faith with 
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goods for the home and artistic taste.134 Advertisements filled with images of dandies 

and gentlemen, encouraging self-reliance, originality, and subsequently self-promo-

tion, a person’s ability to advertise themselves.135 Since members of the Victorian so-

ciety saw Wilde, being Irish and “by inclination homosexual”, as removed from its 

middle-class and imperial values, Wilde utilised consumerist culture by making a 

product of himself in order to sustain his career, the objective of which Gagnier iden-

tifies as “an engaged protest against Victorian utility, rationality, scientific factuality, 

and technological progress” and, above all, conformity.136 

Wilde funded his fashionable London lifestyle by working as a freelance jour-

nalist for a variety of publications, reviewing books and plays, and writing about art, 

often using his platform to address his own intellectual concerns. He was also one of 

the biggest celebrities of his time: his lectures and attendances in various events and 

parties were reported in detail and he was often interviewed.137 By 1890 his own jour-

nalistic work had decreased as he focused on writing literature and comedies, and he 

came to criticise journalism with a heavy hand.138 There was talk of a “New Journal-

ism” 139: Mass media was forming and journalism was becoming an eligible profes-

sion.140 The number of daily newspapers grew substantially, and the general structure 

of the newspaper industry was changing.141 News reporting gained more prominence, 

the practicalities of reporting were enhanced and sped up by technological advance-

ments. Objectivity became the central tenet for reporting.142 

According to Wilde, journalists were utilitarian and specialized, overly focused 

on proof and evidence, causing them to “impede art and menace the imagination”.143 

In his 1891 essay, “The Soul of Man under Socialism”, Wilde wrote about the im-

portance of individual freedom and essentially about media control, arguing that tech-

nology would liberate workers to be artists “or people who produce according to their 

own desires and natures, rather than people like journalists, who produce for the sta-

tus quo”144. Wilde saw journalism’s rule over public opinion as tyranny, encouraging 

the public to be receptive to art and ultimately open to different kinds of lives and 

people, for “selfishness is not living as one wishes to live, it is asking others to live as 

one wishes to live”.145 
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Gagnier has argued that the cause of the controversy around The Picture of Dorian 

Gray was the “journalistic hostility toward the socially mobile self-advertisers”, and 

that Wilde “paid for his attacks on journalists” with the reception of the novel.146 

Wilde was seen as “a presumptuous social climber who penetrated artistic circles with 

offensive ease”, advertising himself in a manner unsuitable for a gentleman.147 After 

all, Victorian society was preoccupied with social status that could be deduced from 

the accent, attire, demeanour, associates, and other attributes of an individual, and 

conforming to one’s status ensured stability.148 Gagnier’s analysis combines examina-

tion of contemporary culture, social realities, art, gender, and Wilde’s personal char-

acter to explain the reception of Dorian Gray. Likewise, I further define the public re-

ception of the novel by scrutinising the fin de siècle Victorian culture and society. 

2.1 Foreign aestheticism 

The most recurring theme in the reviews is the novel’s immorality. According to the 

author of a review published in the Daily Chronicle, the novel’s moral is that “when 

you feel yourself becoming too angelic you cannot do better than to rush out and make 

a beast of yourself”, in other words, use the senses to “cure the soul whenever the 

spiritual nature of man suffers from too much purity and self-denial”.149 This is a ref-

erence the novel’s concept of “new Hedonism” which Lord Henry teaches to Dorian 

when he catches him smelling lilacs in a garden in the second chapter:  

“You are quite right to do that,” [Lord Henry] murmured, “Nothing can cure the soul but the senses, 
just as nothing can cure the senses but the soul.” [...] “Yes,” continued Lord Henry, “that is one of the 
great secrets of life— to cure the soul by means of the senses, and the senses by means of the soul.”150  

Lord Henry states that “the true mystery of the world is the visible, not the in-

visible”, warning the beautiful Dorian that he has “only a few years in which to really 

live” for “when your youth goes, your beauty will go with it”.151 He tells him:  

“Live! Live the wonderful life that is in you! Let nothing be lost upon you. Be always searching for new 
sensations. Be afraid of nothing. A new Hedonism! That is what our century wants.”152  

After the death of Sybil, Dorian succumbs to these ideals, growing “more and 

more enamoured of his own beauty, more and more interested in the corruption of his 
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own soul”.153 New Hedonism is revisited by name in the nineteenth chapter, where it 

is stated that its goal “was to recreate life, and to save it from that harsh, uncomely 

puritanism that is having, in our own day, its curious revival”.154 

Admiration of beauty was the cornerstone of aestheticism, Wilde’s choice of ar-

tistic movement. He had dedicated a large portion of his career to questioning the 

disjunction and relations of art, life, and beauty155 – one review even called him “the 

whilom leader of the aesthetic school”.156 Beginning in the 1860s, aestheticism’s core 

principles were the admiration of beauty and refinement of taste, “art for art’s sake”. 

It embraced style, art, past aesthetic traditions such as the Renaissance, Orientalist ex-

oticism, and gender ambiguity, resisting the moral and political limitations of art and 

bourgeois taste.157 Aestheticism drew also from decadence and social theories popular 

in France at the time, exploring the decline of civilizations as well as moral and spir-

itual degeneration. Decadent literature delved into exhaustion, ennui, and horror with 

the use of irony, self-parody, and extravagant tropes, while tension was created by 

mixing elegant poetic language with gruesome subject matter.158 In opposition to the 

general judgement of art in the nineteenth century that asked whether a piece of art 

was good and taught moral lessons to its audience, aesthetes were interested in the 

beauty and meaningfulness of the work.159 Wilde, although late to the movement, 

both exemplified (and parodied) aestheticism with his use of the epigram and dandy-

ism that he availed, in the words of Gagnier, in the commodification of himself.160 

In the cultural context of the empire and building English identity by reflection 

on other nations such as France or Ireland, the distinction of English and foreign was 

carefully maintained.161 This manifested as establishing a national school of art and 

separating Englishness from the British Isles’ and Empire’s other traditions, depicting 

it as superior.162 By 1890 British art was guided by the pieces in the Royal Academy of 

Arts, and the purpose of art was believed to be the imparting of social values.163 The 

commercial success of artists was considered a sign of “their unity with the British 

public, their work ethic, and their domestication citizens and normal paterfamilias”.164 

Decadent art was considered opposed to middle class ideals and, subsequently, in-

sulting to national values.165 
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Most critics disapproved of the aesthetic attributes of Dorian Gray: Journalist and 

biographer Samuel Henry Jeyes, at the time the Assistant Editor of the conservative 

and imperialist newspaper St. James’ Gazette166   and a “moderate conservative”167 

wrote in his review (published anonymously) that Wilde “bores you unmercifully 

with his prosy rigmaroles about the beauty of the Body and the corruption of the 

Soul”168. The aforementioned Daily Chronicle called the novel “a gloating study of the 

mental and physical corruption of a fresh, fair and golden youth”, faulting it for its 

“effeminate frivolity”, “theatrical cynicism”, and “tawdry mysticism”.169 In a pseu-

donymous review in the satirical Punch170 the author, named “The Baron de Book-

Worms”, recommended the novel for “anybody who revels in diablerie” (witchcraft) 

and compared it unfavourably to another aesthete Théophile Gautier’s “sensuous and 

hyperdecorative” novel Mademoiselle de Maupin.171 The same review stated: 

“The luxuriously elaborate details of his ‘artistic hedonism’ are too suggestive of South Kensington 
Museum and aesthetic Encyclopaedias. A truer art would have avoided both the glittering conceits, 
which bedeck the body of the story, and the unsavoury suggestiveness which lurks in its spirit.”172  

The collections of South Kensington Museum173 included objects from Southeast 

Asia, China, Japan, and India, reflecting Victorian imperialism.174 The museum was 

established after the Great Exhibition of 1851 to preserve colonial works and provide 

models and inspiration to British designers and craftsmen.175 The Daily Chronicle re-

view talked similarly of “garish vulgarity which is over all Mr Wilde’s elaborate War-

dour Street aestheticism and obtrusively cheap scholarship” – Wardour Street, located 

in West End’s Soho, was famous in the Victorian era for its diversity, artistic culture, 

and leisure industry.176 While the rest of West End was praised for its cosmopolitan-

ism in the papers, Soho was home to foreign refugees and known for crime and sex 

work, and thus represented “a different cosmopolitanism: a debased condition of sex-

ual transgression, displacement, and degeneration”.177 Due to Soho’s connection to 

prostitution, this mention was also likely a reference to rumours about Wilde’s homo-

sexuality.178 “Wardour Street English” was also a term first used in 1888 to ridicule 
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the archaic language of bad historical novels179, suggesting the critic might have been 

referring to the rather flowery language and style of Wilde’s prose. 

Therefore, aestheticism and hedonism were connected with the foreign by the 

critics. Jeyes wrote that Wilde aired “his cheap research among the garbage of the 

French Décadents like any drivelling pedant”180 while the Daily Chronicle stated that 

the novel “is a tale spawned from the leprous literature of the French Décadents”181. 

Despite Wilde being Irish, his novel was not (at least outright) dismissed by his na-

tionality, but rather his French influences. However, the critics did not depreciate all 

French art, as was evident by the favourable mention of the French aesthete Théophile 

Gautier by both the Punch182 and St. James’s Gazette183. 

Therefore, the critics insinuated that Wilde’s aestheticism was of the foreign and 

immoral kind, for they did not follow the proper values of English art. According to 

Gagnier, Dorian Gray leaned too heavily on “art for art’s sake” and represented a part 

of society the middle class could not relate to, “idle aristocrats and romantic artists”. 

This violated the “social function of art” – representing the middle class and preserv-

ing societal values such as industry and productivity.184  

2.2 Hedonistic leisure and industrious masculinity 

Aside from its purely aesthetic connections, “the pursuit of pleasure” in Dorian Gray 

was set against the rise of modern leisure in British society as the world of free time 

expanded from the already recreationally diverse eighteenth century. 185 As a group 

whose traditions were deeply entrenched in the disciplines of work, the newfound 

free time brought about by industrial prosperity was considered shameful for the mid-

dle classes.186 It was believed leisure could lead into “indolence and prodigality”, and 

it was portrayed either as working-class lack of discipline or an unwarranted attribute 

of the aristocracy.187 Influenced by evangelicalism, moralists argued that pleasure and 

personal gratification were sinful, and that duty, family, and morality were para-

mount.188 Leisure posed a threat not only to the social structure of class but the “dis-

cipline and cohesion of the bourgeois world” and needed “moral legitimation”.189  
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While most clergymen agreed that recreation was allowed in correct company 

and setting to maintain efficiency at work, there was no unanimous understanding of 

leisure within the middle classes. The respectability of leisure was determined by dif-

ferent social variables, such as gender, and male leisure was consequently considered 

to be a particularly vulnerable area for social misconduct: as men ruled the public 

sphere, women had influence over family activities and the behaviour of their children, 

constructing a kind of respectability that was often in conflict with certain kinds of 

masculinity.190 

From the point of view of respectability, Dorian Gray depicts middle class male 

characters who embrace the gratifications of leisure.191 Lord Henry, Dorian, and Basil 

are, in the words of Ed Cohen, “freed from the activities and responsibilities that typ-

ically consumed the energies of middle-class men” as the novel relinquished tradi-

tional male values, such as morality and industry, “in favor of the aesthetic”.192 Jeyes 

took note of this by describing the main characters as filling up “the intervals of talk 

by plucking daisies and playing with them, and sometimes drinking ‘something with 

strawberry in it’”.193 He also referred to the main characters as “Puppies” which might 

have been to accentuate their effeminacy or simply to mock them, puppy archaically 

meaning a “foolish, conceited, or impertinent young man”194. Wilde’s characters did 

not follow the public idea of a man as independent and vigorous195, instead exempli-

fying trats considered effeminate: neglect of one’s masculine achievements, spending 

too much time in the company of women, enjoyment of luxury, and homosexuality.196 

Indeed, Athenaeum called the revised novel “unmanly, sickening, vicious”197, and 

a review in the Graphic described the characters as “emasculate men”.198 Gagnier has 

stated that the novel’s decadence was attributed not to the femininity of its characters 

alone: Wilde, having written for women as the editor of the Woman’s World and re-

viewed dozens of novels by women, based the narrative of Dorian Gray on elements 

present in upper-class women’s literature, such as art, psychology, sin, and luxury. 

Although middle class society was largely managed by women, who raised children 

and organised social events, the negative response to the novel was partly “an outcry 

against the male author who won the support of Society [...] by writing a book that 

would appeal to women.” 199  Dorian Gray, then, treaded on a cultural ground 
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unsuitable for men, luxurious instead of industrious. Not following the rules of mid-

dle-class propriety and gender, it shook the “certainty of bourgeois categories”.200 

Gagnier also points out Wilde’s dandyism: In the debate around the novel, the 

critics viewed themselves as “gentlemen guardians of public morality” while Wilde 

portrayed himself as “the subtle dandy-artist of higher morality”. Wilde appeared as 

someone who was familiar with “an aristocratic mode of life” through his own per-

sona and depiction of middle- and upper-class characters, which the critics believed 

to be false201: Jeyes, for instance, remarked that Wilde knew “nothing of the life” he 

has depicted.202 After all, Wilde’s upper-class characters did not follow the established 

bourgeois ideals – Lord Henry and Dorian’s pursuit of beauty and pleasure ultimately 

lacked moral justification. Thus, the critics seemed to suggest that Wilde did not know 

his place, or that “it was not that of a middle-class gentleman”203. In short, in this in-

tersection of gender and class, Wilde’s portrayal of men was effeminate, a mode of 

being unacceptable for a middle-class gentleman. 

2.3 Sham moral and questionable intentions 

Victorians believed art and literature had a public responsibility: art critic and poly-

math John Ruskin (1819-1900) argued that “art expressed a society’s character and be-

liefs”, and that artistic achievement was connected to the nation’s ethical and spiritual 

health, which is why the morals and ideologies behind art had to be sound. Art critics 

acted as “public custodians” of moral and artistic standards, and the subjects and style 

of art and literature were carefully policed in order to maintain propriety.204 Art built 

national identity but also addressed the realities and directions of society, whereupon 

topical issues were a significant theme in art and literature.205 

In the nineteenth century the novel had replaced the long Romantic poem and 

the lyric as the most popular genre of literature. Prose fiction was the most common 

form of writing in the periodical publications since it yielded profits for both the au-

thor and the publisher.206 The Gothic novel of the late eighteenth century, depicting 

the supernatural and the occult, inspired the Victorian genres of crime literature and 

neo-Gothic that explored the definitions and psychology of scientists, criminals, fugi-

tives, and exiles.207 Famous works of this genre included Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 
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(1818/1831), Robert Downing’s Laboratory (1844), Robert Louis Stevenson’s The 

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, and Dorian Gray.208 

Despite societal fears surrounding it, literature about crime was immensely pop-

ular: for example, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde was received with high praise of its psycho-

logical complexity, becoming an instant classic.209  In Dorian Gray the main character 

similarly attempts to hide his criminal side as his hedonism turns from luxurious pur-

suit of pleasure to criminal acts ranging from opium dens to murder.210 As such, mul-

tiple reviewers of Dorian Gray made comparisons to Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Pall Mall 

Gazette and Theatre suspected that Wilde’s novel could not have been written without 

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde.211 Jeyes praised Stevenson over Wilde, for he could have made 

the dilemma of the portrait in the attic “convincing, humorous, pathetic.”212 

Dorian Gray fails to be read as a crime novel in the same way as Dr Jekyll and Mr 

Hyde. Crime literature of the time was chiefly the “the province of privileged classes'', 

as Professor of English Simon Joyce has written: In Stevenson’s and Arthur Conan 

Doyle’s works – most famously Sherlock Holmes213 – the culprit is often a member of 

higher society, “the privileged offender”, who is ultimately “a cultural fiction” divert-

ing attention away from “genuine social problems of poverty”.214 According to Joyce, 

Dorian Gray deviates from this trend because Dorian fails to combine aesthetics and 

crime: As he visits the distorted portrait with Basil, Dorian comes to blame the painter 

for what he has become and stabs him to death. The murder is unceremonial, carried 

out poorly and spontaneously, and his motive is dull.215 In addition, although it has 

been suggested that Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde could also be read as a story dealing with 

homosexuality216, it ties up the unlikely friendship between its heroes by revealing 

they are the same person, while Wilde leaves a great deal up to interpretation.217 Mr 

Jekyll also atones for his sins by taking his own life at the end of his story, while Dorian 

did not intend to die when destroying the painting. Baron de Book-Worms questioned 

this in Punch: 

“Does [Wilde] mean that, by sacrificing his earthly life, Dorian Gray atones for his infernal sins, and so 
purifies his soul by suicide? ‘Heavens!”218  

The Daily Chronicle wrote similarly:   
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“[Wilde’s] desperate effort to vamp up a ‘moral’ for the book at the end is, artistically speaking, coarse 
and crude, because the whole incident of Dorian Gray’s death is, as they say on the stage, ‘out of the 
picture.’”219 

Like Baron de Book-Worms, this critic did not find the ending with Dorian’s ac-

cidental suicide sufficient. While Baron de Book-Worms found the novel “not ‘satis-

fying’ artistically, any more than it is so ethically”220, this critic worded their opinion 

more strictly: 

“This is a sham moral, as indeed everything in the book is a sham, except for the one element in the 
book which will taint every young mind that comes in contact with it. That element is shockingly real, 
and it is the plausibly insinuated defence of the creed that appeals to the senses to ‘cure the soul’ 
whenever the spiritual nature of man suffers from too much purity and self-denial.”221 

The critic harboured concern for “young minds”. The youth were thought to be 

the most inclined to delinquency, and in the last decades of the nineteenth century the 

understanding of the causes of juvenile delinquency began to shift from poverty to a 

more multifaceted account of social and psychological growth in adolescence.222 The 

Victorian era saw an increase of stories catered for children, aiming to teach them 

moral lessons, imperial responsibilities, and adequate gender roles under the guise of 

entertainment. However, literature for adults and children alike was didactic in tone, 

and most stories were written for audiences of all ages.223 

Against this background, the moral of Dorian Gray was lost to the critics, and 

they struggled to see why the novel was be written. Jeyes wondered why “a young 

man of decent parts who enjoyed (when he was at Oxford) the opportunity of associ-

ating with gentlemen, should put his name (such as it is) to so stupid and vulgar piece 

of work”.224 His theory was that Wilde wanted to “shock readers, in order that they 

might cry Fie! upon him and talk about him” or that he derived pleasure from “treat-

ing a subject merely because it is disgusting”.225 Baron de Book-Worms similarly sus-

pected that Wilde’s aim was to “frighten” one Mrs Grundy, defined by the 1911 Ency-

clopaedia Britannica as “an imaginary English character, who typifies the disciplinary 

control of the conventional ‘proprieties’ of society over conduct” 226 , suggesting  

“young Grundies” would discuss the novel to showcase their own virtuousness. How-

ever, Baron de Book-Worms and other critics believed the novel should not be talked 

about, for that would give it prominence. Jeyes wrote: 
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“Not being curious in ordure, and not wishing to offend the nostrils of decent persons, we do not 
propose to analyse The Picture of Dorian Gray: that would be to advertise the developments of an esoteric 
prurience.”227  

Wilde himself was confused as to why the moral caused such a stir. In the spring 

of 1891, he wrote to fellow author Conan Doyle professing that he could not under-

stand how “they can treat Dorian Gray as immoral”, for he thought the moral was “too 

obvious”.228 Some reviews agreed with this, like the reviewer in Manchester Evening 

News, who defended Wilde against the critics, condemning how “it is hinted that the 

great work is merely a story a study of puppydom, and its hero himself a puppy of an 

unpleasant kind.”229 Exeter Flying Post, on the other hand, called the moral “obvious” 

but Wilde’s “method” not “pleasant to the taste.”230  

This clarifies the fundamental values behind the novel’s reception: Although eas-

ily interpreted as criticising vanity and excess, there was other subject matter and 

vagueness that diluted the novel into a mere “study of puppydom”, as Jeyes called it. 

From this point of view, the moral of the novel did not come true as strong enough – 

Dorian’s accidental suicide seemed to be too mild a punishment for his undescribed 

sins. Accordingly, the critic in the Scots Observer called the novel “false to morality—

for it is not made sufficiently clear that the writer does not prefer a course of unnatural 

iniquity to a life of cleanliness, health, and sanity.”231 With its aesthetic descriptions of 

hedonism and emasculate men, Dorian Gray alluded to homosexuality, which called 

the otherwise clear moral into question. Illustrating this, the Scots Observer concluded:  

“Mr. Wilde has brains, and art, and style; but if he can write for none but outlawed noblemen and 
perverted telegraph boys, the sooner he takes to tailoring (or some other decent trade) the better for his 
own reputation and the public morals.”232 

2.4 Sodomitical tendencies 

The homoeroticism in Dorian Gray, in Ed Cohen’s words, never descends “to a crude 

biographical explanation”, but instead “encodes traces of male homoerotic desire”.233 

Wilde’s original typescript was altered greatly by Lippincott’s editor J.M. Stoddart and 

his associates, changing Wilde’s punctuation, capitalisation, and spelling. 234  Even 

though the aspects that most blatantly insinuated homoeroticism were removed or 

altered and the level of intimacy between the male characters was toned down, the 
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published version of the novel was considered frank.235 Wilde made only minor edi-

tions to the Lippincotts’ version in the full-length 1891 novel.236 For example, in the 

scene where Basil confesses his love for Dorian in Lippincott’s, he declares:  

“It is quite true that I have worshipped you with far more romance of feeling than a man usually gives 
to a friend. Somehow, I had never loved a woman. I suppose I never had time.”237 

In the novel version, he says: 

“Dorian, from the moment I met you, your personality had the most extraordinary influence over me. 
I was dominated, soul, brain, and power, by you.”238 

His speech focuses more on his attraction to Dorian as a muse, an inspiration for 

his art, rather than an object of romantic interest: instead of the painting showing his 

“love” in “every stroke”, he is now afraid of others knowing of his “idolatry”.239 How-

ever, in both versions he goes on to say: 

“I was jealous of every one to whom you spoke. I wanted to have you all to myself. I was only happy 
when I was with you.“240 

Despite the changes to the original text, the homoeroticism of the novel did not 

escape critics. For instance, Basil was described as “an artist, who raves about [Dorian] 

as young men do about the women they love not wisely but too well”241 and the 

novel’s interest was called “medico-legal”242 – at the time the most famous sexological 

text that touched the topic of homosexuality was Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s 1886 

study, Psychopathia Sexualis, subtitled “eine Klinisch-Forensische Studie”, a clinical-

forensic study.243 Homosexuality in Dorian Gray lurked “between the lines”, disturb-

ing normative heterosexuality and gender ideals instead of suggesting it point-

blank244,  yet coming across strong enough for readers to grasp. Cohen has explained 

this by the deviation from the Victorian male ideal that the central characters embody, 

Dorian himself representing male desire in that he “enchants” Basil. The characters 

pushed at heterosexual norms, “evoking possibilities for male same-sex eroticism 

without explicitly voicing them”.245 

The language of the reviews follows this same theme, being both definite and 

vague: although the critics used strong adjectives to voice their opinion of the novel, 
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their argumentation leaned on suggestions, cultural associations, and intertextual ref-

erences, such as mentions of South Kensington Museum and Wardour street. This is 

best exemplified by the critics’ allusions to homosexuality, “outlawed gentlemen and 

perverted telegraph boys” being one of the most articulate expressions for homosex-

ual men in the reviews at hand. According to Cohen, the press had a large effect on 

“structuring public representations of nominally ‘unrepresentable’ practices” and 

“constituting an important nexus for the construction of popular concepts of male sex-

uality”.246 In other words, the press provided associations journalists could utilise 

without talking about homosexuality explicitly. In Scots Observer, the critic stated that 

Dorian Gray’s story “deals with matters only fitted for the Criminal Investigation De-

partment”,247 referring to the “Cleveland Street Affair” where a London male brothel 

selling young postal workers (“perverted telegraph boys”) to upper class clientele 

(“outlawed gentlemen”) in West End was discovered by the police. The scandal im-

plicated many titled men and received wide press coverage, leading to the first major 

gross indecency trial before Wilde’s.248 

Jeyes associated Dorian Gray with another text, The Maiden Tribute of Modern Bab-

ylon, journalist W.T. Stead’s expose of child prostitution published in the Pall Mall Ga-

zette in 1885 that ignited a national scandal. The exposé depicted the sale of children 

to older men in the West End in “lurid and prurient detail” and forced the Criminal 

Law Amendment of 1885 to pass, raising the age of consent for girls from thirteen to 

sixteen and giving the authorities greater power to prosecute streetwalkers and 

brothel keepers.249 Although the public good brought on by Stead’s articles was rec-

ognised, they were also considered rhetorically provocative and shameless, as any 

open discussion about sexuality was considered offensive to the public.250 Both de-

picted the sexual promiscuity of upper classes, Dorian Gray portraying its middle class 

characters as emasculate and homosexual, Maiden Tribute incriminating certain upper 

class gentlemen as the clientele of child prostitutes. Jeyes claimed that both works 

“ought to be chucked into the fire” and that, while both are corrupt but not dangerous, 

they were “catchpenny revelations of the non-existent”.251 

Jeyes also referred to a text in the Universal Review by Grant Allen, which aroused 

“by a licentious theory of the sexual relations, an attention which is refused to his 

popular chatter about other men’s science”252, most likely meaning Allen’s essay The 

Girl of the Future from the same year (1890) in which he criticised marital monogamy 

and advocated for pre-marital sexual relationships. 253  He also mentioned Leo 
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Tolstoy’s 1889 novella Kreutzer Sonata, produced in his view by “Puritan prurience”.254 

In Kreutzer Sonata, Tolstoy campaigned for chastity and sexual abstinence even within 

marriage, causing for the novella to be banned in Russia.255 Jeyes’s pattern of thought 

suggests a specific acceptable kind of sexuality: heterosexual, within the institution of 

marriage, and not discussed in public. This is in line with the scholarly depiction of 

Victorian sexuality: sex was seen as a natural part of life as long as it was heterosexual, 

enjoyed within partners married to one another, and not talked about publicly.256 The 

Scots Observer review, similarly, wrote that the story of Dorian Gray should have been 

discussed “in a hearing in camera”, in secret.257 

The discussions about Dorian Gray during Wilde’s libel trial against the Mar-

quess of Queensberry brought the thinly veiled subtexts of Dorian Gray’s negative re-

views to text and illuminates what parts of the novel were found “sodomitical”. The 

first of Wilde’s trials, Regina (on the prosecution of Oscar Wilde) v. John Douglas 

(Marquess of Queensberry) began on 2 March 1895.258 On 3 April 1895, Wilde was 

cross-examined by Queensberry’s attorney, Edward Carson.259 Questioning Wilde on 

his literary production, Carson brought up the Scots Observer review of Dorian Gray, 

to which Wilde had written a response (read by Carson in court) stating that for the 

story to have “meaning” and the plot “issue”, Dorian had to be surrounded “with an 

atmosphere of moral corruption”. Wilde had also written: “Each man sees his own sin 

in Dorian Gray. What Dorian Gray’s sins are, no one knows. He who finds them has 

brought them.”260 

Carson’s line of questioning Carson mentioned Basil’s “affection” and “love” to-

wards Dorian, asking if it “might lead an ordinary individual to believe it had a sod-

omitical tendency”.261 Namely, the scene in which Basil confesses his love to Dorian 

in the Lippincott’s version was brought up.262 Carson also wondered if Dorian’s sins 

could have been inferred by “some people upon reading the book” to be sodomy.263 

Accordingly, Carson continued to inquire if Wilde thought a “sodomitical novel” 

could be a good book, and if Dorian Gray is “open to the interpretation of being a sod-

omitical book”.264 Similarly, in a plea filed by Queensberry’s solicitor, it was written 

that Dorian Gray was “was understood by the readers thereof to describe the relations 
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intimacies and passions of certain persons of sodomitical and unnatural habits tastes 

and practices”.265  

While the language in The Picture of Dorian Gray is coded, “directing those in the 

know to understand its hints and suggestions”266, the homoeroticism of the novel was 

easily deciphered. While no doubt brought on by the rumours of Wilde’s own sexual 

encounters, a large portion of this reading was supported by the effeminacy of the 

characters, Basil’s adoration of Dorian, and the undescribed vices Dorian indulged in. 

These aspects of the book led the critics to the conclusion that Dorian’s undescribed 

sins included sodomy, and therefore the novel was immoral. 

Dorian Gray deviated from the cultural values defined by the middle class and 

the public objective of art and literature to teach and represent them. The novel’s aes-

thetic attributes were deemed as foreign, not following the tenets of English art. The 

depiction of effeminate men and homosexuality broke the rules of propriety and re-

spectability by breaking gender rules and the sanctity of heterosexual family. The ef-

feminacy of the characters tied with class: Proper middle-class men would have been 

devoted to their work and family, not interested in luxury, hedonism, or other men 

like Dorian, Lord Henry, and Basil. The actions and traits of his character reflected on 

Wilde, whose own status as a gentleman was put to question by critics, and finally 

played a part in incriminating him in his trial in 1895. 

After Queensberry was acquitted, a warrant was issued for Wilde’s arrest on the 

charge of gross indecency. Despite his friends’ advice to flee to France, Wilde stayed 

in London, and on May 25, 1895, he was found guilty and sentenced to hard labour 

for two years.267 Afterwards, The Picture of Dorian Gray was pulled from print for 

nearly twenty years.268 
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3 THE WELL OF LONELINESS 

The protagonist of The Well of Loneliness is a young woman named Stephen269 Gordon, 

who has been boyish since childhood. Her father, Sir Phillip, suspects that she is a 

“sexual invert”, but does not let her know of this. At eighteen she befriends a Cana-

dian man, Martin, who proposes to her. Stephen is horrified and rejects him. After a 

love affair with a woman, Stephen’s mother becomes aware of her condition and de-

nounces her. Stephen finds a book on sexual inversion from her late father’s study and 

discovers her identity herself. She moves to London and becomes an author, meeting 

Jonathan, a homosexual man, who tells her to move to Paris. During World War I she 

serves at the front in an ambulance unit and falls in love with Mary, who moves in 

with her after the war. Mary becomes lonely as Stephen resumes writing. Stephen 

meets Martin again, who falls in love with Mary, and by pretending to have an affair, 

she drives Mary to his arms. The novel ends with Stephen pleading with God on the 

behalf of inverts:  

“’God,’ she gasped, ‘we believe; we have told You we believe... We have not denied You, then rise up 
and defend us. Acknowledge us, oh God, before the whole world. Give us also the right to our 
existence!’”270 

The novel was published on July 27, 1928, by publishing house Jonathan Cape. 

Hall herself called it the first “long very serious novel entirely upon the subject of 

sexual inversion”.271 It is essentially a bildungsroman, a coming-of-age story, with ele-

ments of a manifesto272  and even sexological case studies273. Indeed, Hall was greatly 

inspired by the work of sexologists, especially Richard von Krafft-Ebing, utilising the 

idea of “female masculinity” associated with female homosexuality in writing her pro-

tagonist.274 To ensure that inverts would appear sympathetic, Stephen was written as 

a highly virtuous, serious character.275 Having read Wilde’s last works, Ballad of the 

Reading Gaol and De Profundis as well as a biography of him, Hall’s objective was to 

“rid lesbianism of the stigma of moral degradation”.276 

Hall did not allow Cape to make any edits to the manuscript.277 Cape encouraged 

Hall to ask the sexologist Havelock Ellis for an endorsement, to which he agreed.278 

Although Hall was initially elated over Ellis’s draft, edits carried out by Cape left its 
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language ambiguous.279 In the published comment Ellis announced that he read the 

book with “great interest” and called it the first English novel which presented “in a 

completely faithful and uncompromising form, one particular aspect of sexual life as 

it exists among us today”. Praising Hall as an author, he wrote that the novel “pos-

sesses a notable psychological and sociological significance”.280 

Cape had not sent review copies to the conservative Daily Express or its sister 

paper Sunday Express.281 Yet, a few weeks after The Well’s publication, a piece head-

lined “The book that must be suppressed” appeared in the Sunday Express, written by 

its editor James Douglas who called for the Home Secretary to withdraw the novel.282 

Douglas was a popular defender of public morality who frequently used his editorial 

to agitate a “Protestant and Puritanical renaissance” against the “degeneracy and dec-

adence” of modern life.283 Strongly worded editorials and campaigns were not un-

common for Douglas284 – for example, prior to The Well he had attacked “modern sex 

novelists” with similar rhetoric that often drew from religion, mortality, and dis-

ease.285 He had also successfully campaigned for the banning D. H. Lawrence’s novel 

The Rainbow in 1915.286 In his attack against The Well, he warned novelists and “men 

of letters” that “literature as well as morality is in peril”, and that literature had “not 

yet recovered from the harm done to it by the Oscar Wilde scandal.”287 

Since overzealous attacks had their advantage of selling newspapers, other pub-

lications were quick to question and challenge Douglas’s attack, calling it hypocritical, 

hysterical, and “indecent, from the standpoint of honorable journalism”. 288  Most 

newspapers ignored the editorial altogether.289 He did, however, have powerful con-

nections who also worried for public morality. The Home Secretary at the time was 

William Joynson-Hicks under whose reign “a group of ‘social purists’ were allowed … 

undue influence over public policy”.290 Joynson-Hicks and Sir Chartres Biron, the 

magistrate who ruled The Well’s judgement, had only two years earlier been united in 

a similar indecent that resulted in the withdrawal of Shane Leslie’s novel The Cantab.291 

Cape responded to Douglas’s campaign by sending a copy of The Well to Joyn-

son-Hicks.292 Following his wishes and much to Hall’s dismay, Cape stopped the 

novel’s distribution as the Department of Public Prosecutions prepared legal 
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proceedings.293 The law that Cape was prosecuted under was the Obscene Publica-

tions Act of 1857, which did not define obscenity, but rather indicated that the state 

could control the circulation of works to protect audiences from their influence. In 

1868, in the case Regina v. Hicklin, obscenity was given a vague definition, emphasising 

its potential to “deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such immoral 

influences”. Under this definition practically all material could be targeted despite the 

author's intention, intended audience, or conventions and traditions of discipline.294 

In November of the same year Sir Biron ruled The Well obscene.295 

In later studies Douglas’s attack on The Well has often been explained by “wide-

spread hysterical homophobia, aggravated by feminist successes in the political 

arena”296, such as The Representation of the People Equal Franchise Bill.297 However, 

Doan has suggested the background of the attack is more “aberrant and opportunistic” 

than mere “hostility towards lesbians”.298 After all, before its ban The Well was re-

ceived with little opposition to its lesbian subject matter. According to Doan, the ban 

resulted from Douglas and Joynson-Hicks’s will to “monitor cultural production in 

their search for anything thought immoral”.299 In the following analysis I map out the 

aspects behind The Well’s reception, both the forthcoming approach to the subject mat-

ter and the moral panic instigated by Douglas, by viewing it through the lenses of the 

literary culture of the time, sexological advancements, notions of gender, and public 

morality. At the core of the analysis if the question of what values played a part in the 

obscenity of The Well. 

3.1 Tendency to preach 

The Well’s sincerity was brought up time and again in its reception: in several news-

papers and magazines the novel was called “sincere”, “passionate”, and “coura-

geous”.300 For example, the novelist L. P. Hartley wrote in the Saturday Review that The 

Well is not only a novel, but “also a tract and an apologia”. He found Hall’s appeal “a 

powerful one […] supported by passages of great force and beauty”.301 In the Daily 

Telegraph, the alias M. M. wrote that The Well was “remarkable as dealing with an as-

pect of abnormal life seldom or never presented in English fiction – certainly never 
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with such undeserved frankness”.302 It was widely agreed that Hall’s novel was can-

did, for the most part to its benefit, and many noted the significance of its publication. 

I. A. R. Wylie wrote in the Sunday Times: “If [the novel] is received as it was written, it 

will be something of a landmark in the history of human development.”303 The Well 

was proving to be a success upon initial release: Harrods and the Times Bookshop 

sold all copies within two weeks and ordered more.304  

Although most critics had no opposition to the subject matter, they deemed the 

didactic nature of the novel to weaken its prestige as art. Because of the novel’s ties 

with sexology through its language and Ellis’s foreword, some critics struggled to bal-

ance artistic and the scientific in their review. Times Literary Supplement wrote that the 

novel was courageous, but “failed as a work of art through divided purpose”, indicat-

ing that it was “meant as a thesis and a challenge as well as artistic creation”.305 Sunday 

Review’s Hartley retorted that it was “not always easy to disassociate the artist’s inten-

tion from the propagandist’s”306, while the Glasgow Herald wrote that the novel is 

“marred by a tendency to preach”307. 

While some critics encouraged other readers to “accept [Hall’s] book as a 

whole”308, most separated The Well’s artistic value from its subject matter. This was 

how, notably, author and publisher Leonard Woolf309 approached his review in Nation 

& Athenaeum. On the subject of The Well, Woolf wrote that the novel was interesting 

“as a study of a psychology which is neither as uncommon nor as abnormal as many 

people imagine”, and that it was “written with understanding and frankness, with 

sympathy and feeling”. While he praised Hall as an author, his verdict was that The 

Well failed “as a work of art” for its characters “appeared to be creations of the intel-

lect”, lacking “emotional content”.310 His wife Virginia Woolf wrote in her diaries and 

letters unfavourably about The Well on the same reasoning, calling it “dull” and essen-

tially too polemic to be good literature.311 

Hall and Woolf have been associated with one another because of their relation-

ships with women and respective sapphic novels published only months apart in 1928. 

However, while The Well was declared obscene, Woolf’s Orlando escaped censure and 

became a best-seller.312 Laura Green has written that Woolf’s (and perhaps, by associ-

ation, her husband’s) stance towards Hall has traditionally been explained “as a mark-

ing of the boundary between modernist aesthetics and the traditions of Victorian and 
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Edwardian realism from which modernism distinguished itself”.313 Woolf was con-

sidered a central figure in the modernist literary movement, having written two of her 

major novels, Mrs Dalloway (1925) and To The Lighthouse (1927), by 1928.314 In British 

and Irish literature modernism stemmed from (and can be used as an umbrella term 

for) the fin de siècle movements such as naturalism, symbolism, decadence, and aes-

theticism. Resisting exact definition, modernist novels generally broke narrative 

frames, played with levels of narration, emphasised characters’ conscious and percep-

tion (inspired by for example psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud), and embraced ambigu-

ity and complexity. Conventions and formulas of Victorian genre literature were re-

placed by fragmentation, free verse, allusions, and the obscure.315 In this literary con-

text, The Well comes across as disjointed: instead of embracing the modernist “interior 

consciousness” or even the Victorian “social and material milieus”, it appeared nos-

talgic for the traditional novel with the setting of Stephen’s family home in the coun-

try.316 

Virginia and Leonard Woolf were also members of the distinguished Blooms-

bury Group, a grouping of friends named after their initial meeting place in Blooms-

bury, London. A founding member317, Leonard Woolf wrote that the roots of the 

group were in the University of Cambridge, and although they had no official com-

mon ideas, they were brought together by shared interest in art, philosophy, and pol-

itics.318 Considered the educated elite of their time, the members of the group were 

highly educated upper class319, who, in the spirit of postwar intellectualism320, had a 

disputing attitude towards the “establishment”: the monarchy, bourgeoisie, the 

church, the army, and the stock exchange.321 Hall was outside this elite, as conserva-

tive, anti-feminist, and devout Roman Catholic.322 

Regarding this, Doan has explained Woolf’s chill attitude towards Hall and The 

Well with “brow culture”: books, readership, and authors could be separated into low-, 

middle- and highbrow communities, the boundaries of which were “seldom 

breached”. In practice, a novel embraced by a lowbrow newspaper would evoke a 

middlebrow paper to treat it coolly and a highbrow paper to give it little attention or 

dismiss it completely.323 Woolf admitted in her personal writings that she seldom re-

garded “middlebrows” with “entire cordiality”, while Hall was proud of her station 

as a middlebrow author. Woolf disapproved of how middlebrows made money with 
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their writing: Since the masses were generally not interested in the works or culture 

of the intelligentsia, her own novels before Orlando, although critically acclaimed, 

were not best-sellers.324 Woolf had also never read Hall’s work before The Well, even 

though both won the Femina Prize back-to-back in 1927 and 1928 – Hall considered it 

a mark of her authorship while Woolf called it her “dog show prize”. In addition to 

the cultural chasm, Woolf found The Well conventional in style, and disapproved of 

its polemic representation of lesbianism.325 

This difference in hierarchy continued to affect Bloomsbury’s treatment of The 

Well during its trial when Leonard Woolf and another member, celebrated author E.M. 

Forster, began to collect names in protest of “the suppression of literature”.326 The en-

deavour was primarily for the sake of freedom of speech as the members of Blooms-

bury continued to agree that The Well had little artistic value.327 Hall was reluctant to 

accept their support, feeling “patronised and paranoid” under Bloomsbury’s “intel-

lectual superiority and equivocation”.328 Hall’s demands of aesthetic acknowledge-

ment were off-putting to the members of Bloomsbury, and in December when the ap-

peal of The Well’s ban was processed, Virginia Woolf referred to her as “the bloody 

woman” and did not attend.329 

Hall’s views on homosexuality also differed from those of the Bloomsbury 

Group. Members of Bloomsbury performed great caution when it came to same-sex 

relationships, keeping them private330 – for example, Forster had written a homosex-

ual novel of his own, Maurice, in 1913, but left it unpublished.331 Many of them also 

had heterosexual marriages, like Leonard and Virginia Woolf, unlike Hall, whose life 

partner was a woman. This divergence in beliefs was connected to the deeper scientific 

discourse of the time, with the contest of sexological and Freudian views. 

3.2 Abnormality in human nature 

Aside from its literary context, The Well also rejected the Freudian accounts of sexual-

ity popular at the time, drawing instead from the sexological tradition.332 In Orlando, 

Woolf mocked “normative sex and gender codes destabilizing the very grounds on 

which sexological as well as legal conventions were founded”, playing with less de-

termined ideas of sexuality and gender, all the while Hall was on a mission to establish 
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lesbianism as “truth” and “fact”, following Ellis’s idea of congenital sexual inver-

sion.333 The developments in sexual science, driven by both sexologists and Freudians, 

conducted the critics’ attitudes towards the central aspect of the novel, its subject mat-

ter of sexual inversion. 

Many critics indicated an encompassing understanding of scientific knowledge 

relating to homosexuality. This is explained by education and social standing, since 

homosexuality was primarily a topic discussed within the educated upper class.334 

Glasgow Herald – a major newspaper in Scotland335 – stated that The Well’s “core is psy-

chological, not sociological; its central situation arises directly from an abnormality in 

human nature, not from an ephemeral abnormality in society”.336 North Mail and New-

castle Chronicle wrote:   

“I would… hesitate to call “The Well of Loneliness” a novel. It is a plea, passionate, beautiful and 
sometimes little shrill, not for toleration, but for recognition of what, although the phrase sounds 
offensive, can only be called abnormality.”337 

As this critic remarked, “abnormal” in this context did not necessarily indicate 

disdain for the matter at hand, as it was a term borrowed from sexological discourse. 

Ellis, attempting to avoid pathological language when describing the subject, called 

homosexuality an “abnormality” or an “anomaly” instead of a disease338, while Freud 

was interested in defining “normal” sexuality and sexual development339. This scien-

tific basis for same-sex desire enabled that critics viewed The Well’s theme sympathet-

ically. For example, Arnold Bennett (1867–1931), a prolific author340, wrote in his re-

view in the Evening Standard that Ellis’s foreword had persuaded him into reading the 

novel although he was not familiar with Hall’s previous work, as Ellis’s essays were 

to thank for “the enlargement of [his] outlook”.341 In more Freudian terms, author and 

suffragist I. A. R. Wylie342 wrote that psychoanalysis, “if it has done anything else, has 

made us deal more gently with abnormality, since it has made us uncertain as to what 

the norm really is.”343  

However, Freud and Ellis were not the only theorists on the field of sexual re-

search, resulting in a multitude of terms – lesbianism, sapphism, inversion, homosex-

uality – that were utilised in The Well’s reviews.344 Magazines and newspapers of the 
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educated mainly used sexological terminology345: most publications stuck to terms es-

tablished by Ellis346, while only New Statesman’s Cyril Connolly and the British Journal 

of Inebriety mentioned homosexuality347. Some critics spoke of “the intermediate sex” 

and the “midway between sexes”348 , leaning on language associated with radical 

thinker Edward Carpenter, who viewed the rise of the women’s movement as a “new 

sex”349. Victorian-era definitions of female homosexuality were also common in the 

reviews, referring not to the same phenomenon as male homosexuality, but instead a 

“total reversal” of gender350, demonstrated by terms like “the masculine woman” and 

“the man-woman”351. Terminology could also stem from the world of ancient poetry, 

as Leonard Woolf called Stephen “a Sapphic or a Lesbian”.352 

The mixture of terminology indicates multiple possible of ways to view female 

same-sex attraction and desire, “sexual inversion” referring to a “broad range of de-

viant gender behaviour” which included homosexual desire but only vaguely, “ho-

mosexuality” focusing on the more refined concept of same-sex sexual attraction.353 

Nevertheless, according to Doan, only a few publications were aware of these concep-

tual differences, which is why one review could intermingle both “homosexual” and 

“inversion” in describing The Well’s theme.354 

Many gave greater focus on the scientific aspect of the book than its artistic merit: 

after all, discussions of homosexuality had primarily been reserved for “textbooks of 

medical science and psychology”, not the novel, as the Morning Post mentioned.355 

Richard King of the Tatler wrote that The Well is “a story solely for the scientist, the 

psychologist, the earnest student of human nature” and urged his readers to read it if 

“certain aspects of the novel” did not terrify them.356 The alias V. H. F. wrote in Coun-

try Life that the novel is “not for every reader but the mature, the thoughtful, and the 

open-minded" who will find “in it much food for reflection, a window giving upon 

understanding, and a psychological study of profundity and pathos”.357 Bennett of the 

Evening Standard professed, likewise:  
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“Nature has no prejudices, but human nature is less broadminded, and human nature, with its deep 
instinct for the protection of society, can put up a powerful defense of its own limitations. “The Well of 
Loneliness” is not a novel for those who prefer not to see life steadily and see it whole.”358 

Most critics agreed with the sexological idea that sexual inversion was congenital 

and therefore not the fault of the individual. For example, the The Times Literary Sup-

plement asserted that the world “denies” the female invert a place in it and “persecutes 

her kind by isolating them from all the happy and fine contacts of life, without regard 

for their highest mental qualities or for the invert’s consciousness of loving no less 

nobly than any other human being.”359 Con O’Leary wrote similarly in T.P.’s & Cas-

sell’s Weekly that the novel’s thesis is that “there is a particular nature from birth that 

is, in the inscrutable designs of God, set apart from the recognized divisions of man-

kind, and that the censures of society are therein unjust”.360  

Comparing to Wilde’s time, these attitudes are thoroughly different. Sexology 

had gained stature to the point of guiding critics’ views on same-sex desire to ac-

ceptance and sympathy, compared to the revulsion based on ideas of propriety forty 

years earlier. The reviews reflect the newfound openness towards sexuality in postwar 

Britain. However, although education and ideology formed a foundation for the tol-

erant reception of The Well, they also allowed for a deeper analysis of Hall’s depiction 

of gender. The efforts of the suffrage movement and development of feminism had 

created a basis for questioning the traditional strict division of femininity and mascu-

linity, on which the sexological idea of “gender inversion” and the female masculinity 

of The Well’s protagonist was built. 

3.3 The New Woman and the man-woman 

Much like sexology and Freudian sexuality, opposing ideas of gender showed the ide-

ological differences between Hall and critics of more feminist political thinking. Since 

the novel was modelled after sexological knowledge and placed securely within that 

discourse361, following the sexological model of the “masculine female invert”, critics 

with different, essentially more feminist, understandings of gender took issue with 

Hall’s depiction of her characters. Previous research has linked this to two aspects: the 

idea of the “mannish lesbian” that Hall and Stephen exemplified according to Profes-

sor of Anthropology Esther Newton362 and the general role of women in the interwar 

years. 
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In the Victorian era, bourgeois women were first and foremost mothers, seen as 

pure and passive objects of men’s lust.363 To counter this ideation, women born in the 

1850s and 1860, who had access to higher education, maintained their independence 

by avoiding marriage and seeking companionship in “romantic friendships” with 

other women instead.364 Dubbed New Women, their second generation came of age 

in the first decades of the twentieth century and continued to seek economic inde-

pendence and autonomy from family.365 Bourgeois women, like Hall, had to invent 

their sexual identity from scratch, embracing masculine professions, dress, and habits, 

such as smoking and drinking.366 According to Newton, “to become avowedly sexual, 

the New Woman had to enter the male world, either as a heterosexual on male terms 

(a flapper367) or as-or with-a lesbian in male body drag (a butch)”.368 Similarly, Hall 

used masculinity to portray Stephen’s sexual inversion in The Well.369 

Adam Parkes has written that Virginia Woolf’s caustic treatment of Hall might 

have been because she was “reluctant to publicly endorse the image of the ‘mannish 

lesbian’”.370 However, as Doan has suggested, masculine attire did not at this time 

indicate lesbianism as the fashion of the 1920s allowed women a wide range of cloth-

ing.371 Since knowledge of lesbianism was not widespread, it was yet to be associated 

“with style or image”372 —instead of utilising a prefabricated idea of the “mannish 

lesbian”, The Well preceded this image.373 While it is possible Hall’s masculine pre-war 

clothing was influenced by sexological ideas of the female invert’s masculinity, mas-

culine dress was also associated with educated women, spinsters, and feminists.374 

According to Doan, Hall was not “the inventor and embodiment of a deviant mannish 

lesbian style”, but a “thoroughly modern woman” in the eyes of her contemporar-

ies.375 It was the trial of The Well that brought lesbianism to wider visibility all the 

while cementing the novel as the “embodiment of lesbianism”, and, as a result, “the 

masculine woman” became increasingly associated with lesbianism outside of sexo-

logical discourse.376 

Nevertheless, The Well’s portrayal of gender did amass criticism. Feminist, paci-

fist, and the author of the successful autobiographical WWI memoir Testament of Youth 
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Vera Brittain377 questioned in the feminist Time and Tide the novel’s ambiguousness on 

“the question as to how far the characteristics of Stephen Gordon are physiological 

and how far they are psychological”.378 She criticised Hall’s approach of “exaggera-

tion of sex differences”, noting that the English middle classes of eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries were prone to this, continuing: 

“Miss Hall appears to take for granted this over-emphasis of sex-characteristics is part of the correct 
education of the normal human being; she therefore makes her ‘normal’ women clinging and ‘feminine’ 
to exasperation, and even describes the attitude towards love as ‘an end in itself’ as being a necessary 
attribute of true womanhood. Many readers will know too many happy wives and mothers to whom 
it is not, to take on Miss Hall’s selection of the qualities essential to one sex or the other. This confusion 
of what is ‘male’ or ‘female’ and what is merely human in our complex makeup persists throughout 
the book.”379 

Brittain took issue with Hall considering Stephen’s interests, such as sports, as 

primarily masculine.380 Brittain was on par with the Bloomsbury Group when it came 

to intellectualism, being Oxford-educated and following the intellectual trends of her 

time – Woolf also contributed to Time and Tide.381 Yet, Brittain’s issue was not with the 

man-woman but Hall’s simplified portrayal of gender differences, especially her fe-

male characters. Reducing womanhood to traditional ideas of femininity and the long-

ing for love were reductive in the contemporary context of feminism.382 If Brittain’s 

take is counted as the reflective of the views of other highly educated women of her 

time, it can be deduced Woolf had an issue not with the mannish lesbian, but the ex-

aggerated portrayal of masculine and feminine which followed the strict gender divi-

sions of the Victorian era rather than modernist gender fluidity. While Hall’s depiction 

of women and femininity relied on traditional ideas383, Woolf’s Orlando played with 

gender, the titular character changing from man to woman in the middle of the 

story.384 

Traditional gender roles were also embraced in search of domesticity and nor-

malcy after wartime. 385  Sexual reform embraced premarital relationships and de-

manded equality and harmony in marriage.386 Marriage, with promises of equality 

and sexual promiscuity, became more compelling than ever.387 Meanwhile the roman-

tic friendships enjoyed by New Women began to be explained with pathology by sex-

ologists and other experts, who connected female same-sex desire with feminism.388 
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Freud, for instance, described the “spirited girl” as a feminist who “rebelled against 

the lot of women”.389 Although homosexuality regardless of gender was considered 

corruptive (a view that had been amplified by Wilde’s trials390), lesbians were thought 

to embody “the very worst fantasies about feminism”.391 The general concern was that 

feminists would corrupt fellow women into their lesbian ways.392 While Hall was not 

a feminist, against this cultural background, her book roused concern of corrupting 

women. This was demonstrated in Daily News and Westminster Gazette, a Liberal pub-

lication393, by the critic W. R. Gordon: while, like Brittain, he questioned Hall’s depic-

tion of gender differences, he stated that “the sort of relationship which Miss Radclyffe 

Hall attempts to justify … poisons … innocent, cheerful affectionate relationships.”394  

In other banned books from the era, women were often portrayed outside their 

traditional child-rearing role, which was seen as a threat in interwar Britain where 

women were expected to partake in the reproductive service.395 Declining birthrates 

after the great death toll of the war concerned contemporaries and inspired criticism 

towards single and working women.396 Lesbians, not doing their part in birthing chil-

dren, were seen as traitors to the nation.397 In this setting, Stephen’s “alienation from 

the cultural script” and hierarchies of gender398 endangered the status quo of men and 

women that sustained the nation. At the same time, as strict Victorian gender roles 

and ideals were on the decline, Hall’s distinction between masculine and feminine 

was questioned by feminist critics. However, there were still some who drew the line 

at sympathy towards sexual inversion – on the other side of the scientific and curious 

approach of most reviewers there was a keen disapproval of the subject matter based 

on the idea of lesbian corruption. 

3.4 Offensive to decency 

The pen name “A Truthful Tory” wrote in Truth after The Well’s trial: “Had the Public 

Prosecutor failed today to secure a verdict, the evil would have been great in society 

where so many of the old restraints upon sexual license are denounced and de-

rided.”399 “Truthful Tory” asserted that “the book is not a novel at all, but a clever and 
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audacious piece of propaganda to secure the recognition by the serious world of fe-

male inversion or sensual passion between women.”400 Reflecting the fear of corrup-

tion and “the swarming of modern women,” “Truthful Tory” wrote that “the hysteri-

cal excitement” is “why such a book is peculiarly mischievous today; and I think the 

grave and reverend bench of critics might have discerned the danger”.401  

Although negative reviews like this were in the clear minority, the views ex-

pressed in them went on to have the most influence, as James Douglas’s editorial 

demonstrated. The infamous editorial by Douglas was published in the Sunday Express, 

titled “A Book That Must Be Supressed”.402 “In order to prevent the contamination 

and corruption of English fiction,” Douglas wrote, referring to the novel’s sombre re-

ception, “it is the duty of the critic to make it impossible for any other novelist to repeat 

this outrage.”403 Asserting that the novel is “not fit to be sold by any bookseller or to 

be borrowed from any library”, he described its theme as “utterly inadmissible in the 

novel” because “the novel is read by all ages”: “Therefore, many things that are dis-

cussed in scientific textbooks cannot decently be discussed in a work of fiction offered 

to the general reader”.404 Claiming that the inverts’ “defiance of public opinion” was 

“wrecking young lives” and “defiling young souls”405, he summarised: 

“The answer is that the adroitness and cleverness of the book intensifies moral danger. It is a seductive 
and insidious piece of special pleading designed to display perverted decadence as a martyrdom 
inflicted upon these outcasts by a cruel society. It flings a veil of sentiment over their depravity. It even 
suggests that their self-made debasement in unavoidable, because they cannot save themselves.”406 

Believing The Well to be a “challenge”, Douglas assured that its “doctrine” could 

not be “reconciled with Christian religion or with the Christian doctrine of free-will", 

and that it must be “fought to the bitter end by the Christian Churches”.407 Douglas 

went on to state that “our children” must be protected “against their specious fallacies 

and sophistries”408,  famously adding: “I would rather give a healthy boy or a healthy 

girl a phial of prussic acid than this novel.”409 Next to the editorial was printed a pho-

tograph of Hall, with her short hair and masculine clothes.410  

The Well’s obscenity trial began on 9 November. Hall herself was not the one 

prosecuted, but her publisher Cape.411 It was up to Biron to decide whether The Well 
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was considered obscene under the Obscene Publications Act of 1857.412 The definition 

of obscene had been determined in 1868 during the Queen v. Hicklin trial, in which 

obscenity was defined as publication’s tendency to “deprave and corrupt those whose 

minds are open to such immortal influences”.413 Hypothetical vulnerable readers were 

the young, uneducated women, and the working-class.414 

Cape had considered this definition of obscenity in the publication of The Well 

and prepared for legal trouble: In advertisements of the novel its subject matter was 

not mentioned, the book’s physical form was visually formal with black binding, and 

it was priced at fifteen shillings, twice the average price for a new novel. In addition, 

review copies had only been sent to more highbrow publications than Hall’s usual 

middlebrow readership.415 In Cape’s responses to Douglas it was stressed that “most 

careful attempts” were made to “see that this book reaches the right class of reader”, 

and that the editorial was “a wide and unnecessary advertisement” to the book.416 

The judgement was ruled on November 16.417 Biron began by asserting that there 

was no “question of censorship”, only the matter of whether or not the book “is an 

obscene libel according to the common law of this country”.418 He defined obscenity 

as “offensive to chastity, delicacy or decency” and “offensive to the moral sense be-

cause of a tendency to excite lustful passions”, commenting that this was in line with 

the Hicklin case’s definition of obscenity.419 Biron argued that while the book has 

“some literary merit”, it had “certain deplorable lapses of taste”.420 Biron explained at 

length that what made The Well obscene was its depiction of sexual inversion as sym-

pathetic: 

“It is not the tragedy of people fighting against horrible instincts and being unable to resist them, but, 
on the contrary, the tragedy presented here is that people who indulge in these vices are not tolerated 
by decent people; and the whole note of the book is a passionate and almost hysterical plea for the 
toleration and recognition of these people who, in the view presented in this book, are people who 
ought to be tolerated and recognized, and their practices tolerated and recognized, in decent society.”421 

Ruling that the novel was obscene libel, that “it would corrupt those into whose 

hands it should fall”, he ordered it to be destroyed.422 Hall appealed the ruling which 

was set for 14 December in the London Sessions Court.423 The appeal was dismissed.424  
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The reasons behind the novel’s obscenity were manifold. Against the loss of pop-

ulation in the war, worries about the survival of the nation were persistent. The victory 

of the suffrage movement with equal franchise in the spring of 1928 also represented 

the growing social and economic independence of women. Indeed, traditional values 

that represented morality and embraced older ideas of propriety were on the decline, 

worrying public moralists like Douglas. In his editorial he painted a picture of a soci-

ety in which civilisation “built on the ruins of paganism” would fall if young people 

learned of sexual inversion.425 Obscenity, in the case of The Well, seemed to serve the 

ideal of correct morality and the nation that were at risk to become “destroyed”426 by 

sexual inversion. As Judge Biron listed hypothetical portrayals of sexual inversion that 

were not obscene, for example a book that represented “the whole matter as a tragedy” 

with the result of “moral and physical degradation indulgence in those vices must 

necessarily involve”427, he highlighted that the sympathetic portrayal of homosexual-

ity was dangerous and corruptive. 

The key to obscenity was The Well’s depicting of Stephen as a martyr for the in-

vert cause and as a virtuous character, instead of a “woman in the grip of vice” as the 

Daily News and Westminster Gazette wrote.428 Had she been a deeply flawed or humor-

istic, the novel’s moral influence would not have been read as similarly corruptive.429 

The novel’s genre of the coming-of-age story also added “a proximity of the author to 

the protagonist, and of text to crime”.430Comparing again to Orlando, which escaped 

censorship and was at its core a humorous book, The Well was serious. Orlando’s sap-

phic undertones were written elusively, “by casting doubt, by intimating that it may 

be nothing but a joke.”431 The Well, on the other hand, utilised scientific language to 

validate its message, the medium of the novel, and touching portrayal of its subject 

matter to drive home Hall’s vision of bringing “normal men and women of good will 

to a fuller and more tolerant understanding of the inverted”432. 

Even though newspapers discussed the dangers of censorship and possibilities 

for changing the obscenity law after the trial433, the novel’s ban had little opposition. 

Leonard Woolf and E.M. Forster’s efforts to protest the novel’s censure were insuffi-

cient to Hall because they refused to praise the novel as a work of art, and the protest 

soon tapered out.434 To begin with, the defence’s expert witnesses brought in to defend 

the novel, including Virginia Woolf and Forster, were reluctant to give testimony and 
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were relieved when nobody was called to stand.435 At the heart of the matter was no 

doubt the difference in “brow” between Hall and Bloomsbury, but also fear of incrim-

inating oneself. Virginia Woolf noted in her letter to Vita Sackville-West that her hus-

band and Forster did not collect her signature for the protest because her “proclivities” 

were “too well-known”436, referring to Sackville-West’s same-sex relationships.437  

As Douglas mentioned in his editorial, literature was only recovering from 

Wilde’s scandal, but so was society on the whole: silence around homosexuality per-

sisted, and few were willing to risk the kind of ostracization Wilde went through. 

While Hall had the science of the time on her side, the rest of society hesitated, for 

reasons that Douglas and Biron proved to be well-grounded. 
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4 COMPARISON 

The Picture of Dorian Gray and The Well of Loneliness differed greatly in tone. Major 

events, such as Oscar Wilde’s trials and the First World War, had a deep influence on 

British culture in the 38-year gap between the novels. Sexological advances had 

moulded the discourse around homosexuality while the efforts of feminists changed 

attitudes towards gender. Strict Victorian rules of respectability and gender roles 

transformed into a more temperate understanding of gender differences while still 

maintaining the importance of family in the postwar world. 

Despite the middle classes’ newfound liberal attitudes towards homosexuality, 

“fears about the breakdown of sexual restraints and gender boundaries” remained in 

the postwar cultural milieu.438 Amplified by the growing portion of women in the 

workforce439 and feminist victories such as equal franchise, lesbianism was under-

stood as offensive to decency since it could have lured women further away from their 

roles as mothers and wives. In the interwar period, the family was an important build-

ing block of the war-torn society. Similarly, in the late Victorian era, masculine work 

ethic and the feminine care of children were needed to ensure the survival of the na-

tion. This suggests that condemnation of same-sex relationships is connected to beliefs 

about the heterosexual family and the nation. The nation state has been theorised as a 

masculine project in which the nation is “(re)produced through either subordinate or 

marginalised masculinities” – in other words, while nationalism and homophobia 

both police the “biological continuation of the nation”, they also “organise and main-

tain the gendered hierarchy within and among nations”.440 

Critics of both eras saw homosexuality as nearly treacherous, contradictory to 

Englishness. The Well depicted women outside of this maternal role, while the male 

characters of Dorian Gray stepped outside the appropriate bounds of middle-class 

masculinity. Stephen broke the status quo of heterosexuality and male dominance by 

seeking both the object of male attraction and the role of a man441, while Dorian did 

the same by deviating from it. Critics saw this as offensive to morality, decency, or 

propriety, as something that could corrupt vulnerable readers. Homosexuality 

threated the hierarchy of sexuality and gender in which certain masculinities and fem-

ininities (those defined by the middle class) were superior and desirable. On this ac-

count, silence about homosexuality was encouraged. For example, Jeyes commented:  
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Whether the Treasury or the Vigilance Society will think it worth while to prosecute Mr. Oscar Wilde 
or Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co., we do not know; but on the whole we hope they will not.”442 

Ward, Lock & Co. was the publisher of Lippincott’s.443 Although legislation for the 

prosecution of obscenity was active during the time of Dorian Gray, Jeyes advised 

against legal action. With The Well, Douglas’s approach was different but followed the 

same reasoning: As the Daily Chronicle worried in its review of Dorian Gray that the 

book’s “sham moral” would “taint every young mind that comes to contact with it”444, 

Douglas claimed that The Well would “defile young souls”.445 Although the critics of 

Dorian Gray were more committed to the tactical silence, Douglas’s editorial included 

much of the same rhetoric apparent in Dorian Gray’s reviews, focusing on public mo-

rality and the corruptive power of homosexuality. Paradoxically, sexological language 

and the new openness around sexuality in postwar Britain made it possible for Doug-

las to crusade against sexual inversion more openly than the average Dorian Gray critic, 

resulting in a more straightforward and strongly-worded text. 

Indeed, the most evident difference between the reviews is the relinquishing of 

coded language, which is visible in the novels themselves as well. Dorian Gray hints 

and leaves things up to interpretation, while The Well is explicit, clear in its intention. 

In part, this ties organically with the different styles and aims of the novels: The Well 

is essentially a bildungsroman, Dorian Gray representing the genre of Victorian Gothic. 

While The Well was written for the purpose of representing sexual inverts and plead-

ing for their right to exist, in Dorian Gray homosexuality exists concurrently with the 

themes of hedonism and aestheticism, its final moral (as intended by Wilde) focusing 

on vanity. Nevertheless, in reviewing Dorian Gray, critics utilised remarks to recent 

events and cultural associations when referring to the homosexual aspects of the novel, 

while the critics of The Well had a wide array of terminology to choose from in dis-

cussing the novel’s subject matter explicitly. Concern about immorality shifted to cu-

riosity about abnormality. 

Comparing the works in this sense, The Well represents the advancements of sex-

ual science: while sexological ideas existed at the time of Dorian Gray, they were not 

as widespread as they were in 1928. Sexology had become a serious science in the 

interwar era, which made it possible to write a novel that drew from its observations. 

The accumulation of knowledge relating to homosexuality gave Hall the tools to write 

her polemic novel, to the point where she intentionally imitated sexological case stud-

ies to bring her cause potency. Hall also had the legislation on her side, as female gross 

indecency was not criminalised, giving her more elbowroom in depicting romance 

between women. Nevertheless, even though she depicted relationships that were 
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technically legal, homosexuality was still considered corruptive, which led to the 

novel’s ban. 

In comparison to Dorian Gray, the reception of The Well was more nuanced and 

diverse. Evaluations of The Well’s relied roughly on three themes: the subject matter, 

artistic merit, and the depiction of gender, resulting in alternating stances on the book. 

While Dorian Gray had some defenders, a clear majority of the reviews were negative, 

and always on the basis of immorality or effeminacy. In the case of The Well, the polit-

ical standing and “brow” of the critic and the publication were more visible in the text, 

while with Dorian Gray they had little influence on how the novel was reviewed. 

The decline of Victorian values had led to a new type of intellectual elite that 

cased less about public morality and cultural constraints around sexuality and gender. 

In the stream of social change in the beginning of the twentieth century, the British 

political field had gained a new agent with the forming of the Labour Party in 1900. 

446 The Liberal Party suffered great loss in credibility when their tenets of peace and 

social reform had to be relished to further wartime efforts, Labour replacing Liberals 

as the main opposition to the Conservatives in the 1920s447 and becoming the party of 

choice for the establishment-opposing intellectual elite such as the Bloomsbury 

Group.448  

However, the party affiliation of a critic or publication also had little indication 

on how The Well was received: most publications, liberal or conservative, had no issue 

with the homosexual subject matter of The Well. The opposite was also true for Dorian 

Gray: both conservative and liberal publications condemned the novel: The liberal 

Daily Chronicle and the conservative Scots Observer both compared Dorian Gray to im-

purities. The Liberal Daily News and Westminster Gazette described The Well negatively 

as “falsifying realities”449, while the conservative Daily Telegraph called The Well “truly 

remarkable”, the also conservative Morning Post’s critic having “nothing but respect 

and admiration” for Hall’s “handling” of her theme.450  

While there is little overlap between the papers that gave reviews of both novels 

in this study, ideological change between 1890-1891 and 1928 is evident in the Athe-

naeum calling Dorian Gray “unmanly”451, while in its successor Nation and Athenaeum 

Leonard Woolf expressed tolerant views, as expected of someone his social standing. 

However, since all papers seemed to have become more sympathetic towards the por-

trayal of homosexuality in literature, this is explained by the developments of sexol-

ogy rather than certain political agents embracing homosexuality more than the other. 

To some extent it can be generalised that the more liberal educated elites, such as the 
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Bloomsbury Group, were more likely to be supportive of homosexuality, and that con-

servative public moralists like Douglas disapproved of homosexuality, but between 

these extremes, variation was great. This suggests that neither approval or condem-

nation of homosexuality had solidified into typical liberal or conservative modes of 

thinking.  

The secularisation of British public was visible in the reviews of both books, as 

religion was the backbone of only Douglas’s argumentation. Although religion can be 

understood as a “pretext” of prejudice against homosexuality, as the state also op-

posed homosexuality on the basis of concern for public morality and the population452, 

religion and the Anglican church, “as an institution invested in tradition, service and 

obedience”, were associated with conservative thinking in the interwar era.453 Doug-

las and his ally the Home Secretary Joynson-Hicks, as well was other men in their 

circle, were “either current of past members of fringe organisations, with narrow in-

terests in reviving religious values and policing public morality”.454 Considering the 

reprehending reaction of the other press to Douglas’s editorial, it comes evident that 

Douglas was part of a small, but influential group of moralists, and the ban of The Well 

was made possible by the relations of these men.  

Considering this, the aspect that best explains the changes between the recep-

tions of the two novels is the development of sexological models around same-sex 

desire and more open attitudes towards sexuality in general. The way critics signed 

their reviews might be expressive of this: Dorian Gray’s critics wrote their reviews 

anonymously, while the majority of The Well’s reviews were published with the real 

name of the author. Even though Douglas, the Home Secretary Joynson-Hicks, and 

Judge Biron were in the clear minority in condemning the novel on such cutting terms 

and on the basis of public morality, as their reaction even roused criticism by other 

papers, 455, the conclusion that the British public of 1928 was on the whole sympathetic 

towards homosexuality cannot be made on the basis of this source material: While 

Labour was the favourite of the educated elite, most of the dominant working-class 

treated homosexuality with abhorrence, associating it with the upper classes and the 

clergy who were thought to prey on working-class youth.456 This proves that the views 

expressed in The Well’s reviews were, above all, those of the educated, who had access 

to scientific knowledge of homosexuality. 

Mentions of Wilde in the texts surrounding The Well prove the cultural connec-

tion between these two authors. Although the outcomes of these breaches of the si-

lence around homosexuality were ill-fated, these efforts were long remembered, for 

better and for worse. Wilde’s name haunted notions of homosexuality and literature, 
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reminding people of vice and its consequences457, but his trial had also both revealed 

the existing homosexual lifestyle and underlaid a foundation for a new sense of iden-

tity458, and, in a way, Hall did the same as The Well became a lesbian classic and ce-

mented new impressions of lesbianism. In the history of queer people and literature, 

their stories follow a similar pattern of breaching the silence around homosexuality. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

In this conclusion I answer my research questions regarding the novel’s reception, the 

values behind the critics’ observations, and the differences between the receptions. It 

is crucial to remember the reviews addressed only two novels and therefore the views 

expressed in them are limited. The analysis, however, does give an indication of how 

same-sex desire and relationships as well as works of art depicting them were viewed 

among the educated middle-classes. 

The critics of The Picture of Dorian Gray were convinced the novel was immoral 

and effeminate. Its decadent themes of sin and hedonism were frowned upon because 

the primary purpose of art was to convey proper societal and national values. Critics 

determined that the novel was influenced by French decadence, which affirmed the 

idea that Dorian Gray was not British art. Critics questioned why Wilde wrote the 

novel, speculating that his purpose was to gain notoriety or shock readers. Coded-

language and associations, such as allusions to the Cleveland Street affair, were used 

to refer to the novel’s homoerotic aspects. Most critics agreed the novel should not be 

discussed publicly as they feared it would deprave readers. 

In the background of the reception was, in part, Wilde’s personal character. Crit-

ics viewed him as an outsider in the middle-class social sphere, implying he was 

merely posing as a gentleman. Considering Wilde’s own persona and the characteri-

sations of his main characters, the critics concluded the novel was effeminate. The 

characters of the novel did not follow the middle-class male ideal as they embraced 

luxury and aesthetic pursuits instead of demonstrating industry and other masculine 

achievements. This placed them outside the proper and respectable male conduct, 

which, in the cultural context of the time, implied homosexuality. In addition, Dorian 

Gray included attributes of women’s literature, alienating the average middle-class 

male reader. The “sodomitical tendencies” of the novel stemmed from Wilde’s deci-

sion to leave interpreting the nature of Dorian’s sins up to the reader, Basil’s adoration 

of Dorian, and rumours of Wilde’s own same-sex endeavours. 

The Well of Loneliness was mostly received with curiosity appreciation of its sin-

cerity. Critics were generally sympathetic about the subject matter, noting that sexual 

inverts were treated unjustly by society. Even though most critics viewed the novel’s 

theme as important, The Well’s shortcomings – polemic, martyrdom, reductive depic-

tion of gender attributes and differences, detachment from modernism – hindered its 

success as art. Especially the polemic tone displeased some critics, and words such as 

“propaganda”, “apologia”, and “plea” were used to describe the novel. Critics utilised 

a variety of terminology in discussing the subject matter, including homosexuality, 

lesbianism, and sapphism, though most stuck to sexual inversion. This demonstrated 

the quantity of discourses describing same-sex attraction and behaviour at the time. 
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Since models of sexual inversion and female homosexuality described female in-

verts as masculine, and The Well’s main character was a masculine woman like Hall 

herself. Some critics, namely Vera Brittain, disagreed with Hall’s depiction of gender, 

interpreting it as amplifying the difference between genders and depicting women 

especially as overtly traditionally feminine. Previous research has explained this by 

the critics’ disapproval of the masculine lesbian, but I argue this was because highly 

educated women such as Brittain and Virginia Woolf, in the spirit of feminism, 

modernism, and Freudian thinking, embraced the ambiguity of gender and saw The 

Well‘s portrayal of gender differences as old-fashioned. Ideological and artistic differ-

ences between the women placed Hall lower in their hierarchy as a conservative mid-

dle-brow author. 

Strongly negative stances towards sexual inversion were expressed mainly by 

James Douglas in his famous editorial. Douglas’s main argument was that the novel 

might corrupt readers, imitating the legal definition of an obscene publication. Lesbi-

anism was thought to corrupt women, whose ideal role was as the homemaker and 

the mother. Same-sex relations between women were kept quiet about to the point of 

omitting it from legislation, and the rhetoric of both Douglas and Biron claimed that 

decent people would not discuss homosexuality, not to mention campaign for its ac-

ceptance like Hall. 

The biggest difference between the receptions was the abandonment of coded 

language and the tolerance of homosexuality, as scientific research and the more open 

postwar attitudes allowed for some open discussions about sexuality in the time of 

The Well. Despite this, the importance of the heterosexual family to public morality 

and the nation’s survival prevailed. The language and values of the late Victorian crit-

ics who tore through Dorian Gray lived on in the ideas of the small group moralists 

who censored The Well. While they held the less popular of the stances towards the 

novel in the press, their voices were the loudest. 

Wilde’s trials remained in public memory in the interwar era as ideas of corrup-

tion, disease, and immorality persisted in the cultural sphere. Despite the growing 

authority of scientific explanations of homosexuality, few came to defend The Well of 

Loneliness upon its ban despite Hall’s heartfelt plea for acceptance. After all, Wilde had 

transformed from an illustrious London socialite to a social pariah in almost overnight, 

his name representing degradation in the decades to come. On his deathbed, Wilde 

has been rumoured to have said: 

“I will never outlive the century. The English people would not stand for it.”459  

In his memory, many waited for a better time. 
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